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HA 
TOEIC score 375 

Monologue 
I am H.A. I am 18 years old um: my hobby is playing sports↑. Especially, ↑. I played volleyball. 

Uh My hobby is watching movie and watching sports um (1.3) everyday I watched baseball 
game on TV. (6.4) My favorite song ↑ is Urenshigenshi and (2.0) every day I  when I, when I 
go to school, I listening song, (11.7) I’m from Fukuoka uh ah, eh (33.8) eto↓, I tripped in 
Tokyo by oneself. Uh. I like Tokyo and Osaka; uh there are a lot of store and amusement park. 
Um I want to live in Osaka (.) in this year. Uh, I want to go University Studio Japan and 
Tsutensaku.  

Dialogue 

Interviewer: Have you made many new friends at this university? 
A: Ah, yes. Uh (4.2) When I, when live in this school I don’t have a lot of friends, but↑  but they 

are friendly and sometimes speaking to me. Uh (13.2) To me↓, and I have a lot of friends in 
now. ↓ 

Interviewer:  Ok, Tell me about your family. 
A: My family?↓  Uh, My family is parents, and two, uh one old sister, and one young sister. Uh, 

(.) my parents is school teacher, and my my old (.) my old sister is eh university student, and 
my young sister is elementary school student. Uh. My family is (1.7) my family play 
volleyball. Uh, (3.3) My family playing volleyball ↓.uh, (6.0) therefore, I play volleyball in 
junior high school student. 

Interviewer: Uh-huh. What is your major and why did you choose it? Your major is your study 
subject, chemistry, mechanical, (Japanese).  

A: Ah, I study (Japanese), uh, (Japanese) is (Japanese) is very important thing uh, Japanese (1.9) 
Japanese technology is so high uh it made by it made by (Japanese) (Japanese) therefore, I 
study (Japanese) so I joined the high technology.  
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Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  02:16.6   ( 136.6 seconds) 
Dialogue:  02:49.0 (169.0 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time: 05:09  ( 305.6 seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  1.50 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  65.1 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  59.6 
Fluency Differential: 5.5 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  3 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  0  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  01:25.5  (85.5 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 55.2 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 30.3 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 27.9% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  9.5 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 0 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  6 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  1 
Interviewee:  repetition: 6 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 22.1  (332 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 258 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 28 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 18 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 
1. I am H.A. I am 18 years old um: my hobby is playing sports↑. Especially, ↑. I played 

volleyball. Uh My hobby is watching movie and watching sports um (1.3)  = 45 (counting full 
name) 

2. everyday I watched baseball game on TV. (6.4) = 10 
3. My favorite song ↑ is Urenshigenshi and (2.0) = 10 
4. every day I  when I, when I go to school, I listening song, (11.7) = 14 
5. I’m from Fukuoka uh ah, eh (33.8) = 8 
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6.  eto↓, I tripped in Tokyo by oneself. // Uh. I like Tokyo and Osaka; uh // there are a lot of store 
and amusement // park. Um I want to live in Osaka // (.) in this year. Uh, I want to go Uni//
versity Studio Japan and Tsu//tensaku.  = 63 

7. Uh (4.2)  = 1 
8. When I, when live in this school I don’t have // a lot of friends, but↑  but they are friendly // 

and sometimes speaking to me. Uh (13.2) = 28 
9. To me↓, and I have a lot of friends in // now. ↓ = 11 
10. My family?↓  Uh, My family is parents, // and two, uh one old sister, and one young // sister. 

Uh, (.) my parents is school teacher, // and my my old (.) my old sister is eh // university 
student, and my young // sister is elementary school stu//dent. Uh. My family is (1.7) = 66 

11.  my family play volleyball. Uh, (3.3)  = 7 
12. My family playing volleyball ↓.uh, (6.0) = 8 
13. therefore, I play volleyball in junior // high school student. = 14 
14. Ah, I study (Japanese), uh, (Japanese) is (Japanese) is very im//portant thing uh, Japanese 

(1.9)  = 16 
15. Japanese technology is so high // uh it made by it made by (Japanese) =(Japanese) therefore, 

I // study (Japanese) so I joined the high technolo//gy. = 31  

A.0. 
TOEIC score 470 

Monologue 
My name is A.O. Uh, (3.0) Aya means colors and ka means a song, Ayaka means a colorful song, 

and please call me Ayaka. Uh And (.) I study English because I want to communicate with 
many country’s (.) people from many↑ many countries, and I want to live in many countries. 
(.) I (.) I have been to Canada once, (.) and I am going to go to Korea↑ (.) with my two 
cousins in my summer vacation. I’m very excited to go there. (.) I like music (.) and I like 
playing musical instrument for example piano and (saxophone) so, I always listening music 
on my favorite speaker which I received as a gift from my father. Uh: I especially like western 
music such as Ariadne Grande and Justin Beaver, and Earth, Wind and Fire song. Uh: (6.8) I: 
made some friend in this (.) college, eh↑  they are very (.) various, they have various character 
so↑ I am always surprised and very interested. Uh. I have one mother and uh father↑ and three 
brothers. Uh: (4.6) Two elderly brothers, and one younger brother, and they are very kind. I 
always, (4.8) I was helped by them. So I thank them. 

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Um Have you made many new friends at this university? 
A: Yes, (4.7) (laughter) but I can I couldn’t make, uh I couldn’t make boy: friends (laughter) I 

couldn’t talk with boy.  
Interviewer: Why? 
A: Uh I I couldn’t I didn’t have a chance, and I afraid them a little. 
Interviewer: Ok. Tell me about your family. 
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A: Uh (.) My mother and father are (.) doctor, [[   ]] so I respect to them. (.) But they very rough 
character so they didn’t tell me study English very much so I studied um on my my. . . My 
brothers are (laughter) a little rude [[  ]] a little (loose).  Uh. Laugher, sometimes I tell them to 
clean↑ your room, but they didn’t clean their room. (.) But I like their (.) (those) character. 

Interviewer: OK, um what is your major, what is your area of specialty, electrical engineering, 
chemical engineering, and why did you do it, why do you like it? 

A: I want to make something so (.) I want to be to some area in which I can make something, so 
(.) and I like mechanical pencil, so I want to make new↑ mechanical pencil, (.) so(.)  I choose 
this area.  

Fluency Analysis 

Monologue  03:33.4   (213.4 seconds) 
Dialogue:    03:28.9   (208.9 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time: 07:02.3  (422.3  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  1.0 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  65.7 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  63.2 
Fluency Differential: 2.5 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  19 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 0   sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  23.9 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 19.2 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 4.7 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 5.6% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses: 4.7 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  Mispronounced words: 3 
Interviewee:  Word fragments: 0 
Interviewee:  Use of L1: 0 

Syntactic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  Abandoned sentences: 1 
Interviewee:  Retracing:  3 
Interviewee:  Repetition: 7 
Interviewee:  Average Mean Length runs:  46.3 (463 syllables)  
Interviewee: Number of words: 331 
Interviewee: Meaningless syllables: 18 

Grammatical Accuracy 
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Total errors: 5 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 
1. My name is A.O. Uh, (3.0) = 9 (Counting full name) 
2. Aya means colors and ka means // a song, Ayaka means a colorful // song, and please call me 

Ayaka. Uh And // (.) I study English because I want to // communicate with many country’s (.) 
// people from many↑ many  countries, // and I want to live in many countries. // (.) I (.) I have 
been to Canada once, (.) and // I am going to go to Korea↑ (.) with // my two cousins in my 
summer vaca//tion. I’m very excited to go there. // (.) I like music (.) and I like playing // 
musical instrument for example // piano and (saxophone) so, I always // listening music on my 
favorite // speaker which I received as a gift from // my father. Uh: I especially like western // 
music such as Ariadne Grande and // Justin Beaver, and Earth, Wind and Fire //song. Uh: (6.8) 
= 192 

3. I: made some friend in this (.) college, eh↑  they // are very (.) various they have vari//ous 
character so↑ I am always sur//prised and very interested. Uh. I // have one mother and uh 
father↑ and three //brothers. Uh: (4.6) = 53 

4. Two elderly brothers, and one younger // brother, and they are very kind. I al//ways, (4.8) = 21 
5. I was helped by them. So I thank them. = 9 
6. Yes, (4.7) = 1 
7. (laughter) but I can I couldn’t make, uh I coul//dn’t make boy: friends (laughter) I couldn’t 

talk with // boy. = 21  
8. Uh I I couldn’t I didn’t have a // chance, and I afraid them a little. = 19 
9. Uh (.) My mother and father are (.) doctor, [[   ]] so // I respect to them. (.) But they very rough 

// character so they didn’t tell me stu//dy English very much so I studied // um on my my. . . 
My brothers are (laughter) a lit//tle rude [[  ]] a little (loose).  Uh. Laugher, sometime//s I tell 
them to clean↑ your room, but they di//dn’t clean their room. (.) But I like their (.) (those) // 
character. = 83 

10. I want to make something so (.) I want to // be to some area in which // I can make 
something, so (.) and I like // mechanical pencil, so I want to // make new↑ mechanical pencil, 
(.) so(.)  I // choose this area. = 55 

K.H. 
TOEIC score 155 

↑ 
Monologue 
My name is K.H. [[   ]] I’m from (.) Kitakyushu. (laugher) eto (13.3) (Japanese) my favorite food 

is gyoza. Eh↓, I (3.2) I like tennis. Eto↓ (20.1) I like fishing, eh: (15.3) eh: um:  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Let’s have a dialogue here. Have you made any new friends here in Kyushukodai? 
Harada: Ye-, yes. (laugher) (7.9) (Japanese). Eh (Japanese).  
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(8.0) 
Interviewer: Tell me about your family. 
Harada: Ah:, my  (4.1) eh four four people. Eh eh: old sister, one older sister, eh she is (4.1) 

Shimonoseki (Japanese) University, (3.1) eh: (11.6) my father works (16.2) to (Japanese). 
(3.1) I have (.) cat. Eh:.  

(30.4) 
Interviewer: Ok Tell me about, what is your major? And why did you choose it? 
H: Major? 
Interviewer: (Japanese) 
H: (Japanese). Ah, ma- Material. 
Interviewer: Chemistry, mechanical. 
H: Ah: physics. 
Interviewer: Physics. You like physics. Why? 

(9.3) 
H: Eto (8.9) Life is, life in life (7.4) move (11.9) eh move (37.0) move changed eh: (6.3) eto: 

(10.3) eto:  
Interviewer: Thank you very much. 

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  01:16.2  (76.2 seconds) 
Dialogue: 03:25.7  ( 205.7  seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time: 05:55.4 (355.4 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.2 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  18.4 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  15.1 
Fluency Differential: 3.3 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee: Micropauses:  3 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 47.7  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  07:16.8 (436.8 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 51.9 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 06:24.9 (384.9 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 122.9% 
Interviewee:   length of Pauses: 25.6 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 0 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 1 
Interviewee:  use of L1: 5 

Syntactic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
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Interviewee:  retracing: 2   
Interviewee:  repetition: 2 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 4.5  (109 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 85 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 19 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 3 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 
1. I am K.H. [[   ]] I’m from (,) // Kitakyushu. (laugher) eto (13.3) = 15 (Counting full 

name) 
2. (Japanese) my favorite food is gyoza. Eh↓, I (3.2) = 8 
3. I like tennis. Eto↓ (20.1) = 6 
4. I like fishing, eh: (15.3) = 5 
5. eh: um: = 2 
6. Ye-, yes. (laugher) (7.9) = 2 
7. (Japanese). Eh (Japanese).  1 
8. Ah:, my  (4.1) =  2 
9. eh four four people. Eh eh: old sister, // one older sister, eh she is (4.1) = 18 
10. Shimonoseki (Japanese) University, (3.1) = 10 
11. eh: (11.6) = 1 
12. my father works (16.2) = 5 
13. to (Japanese). (3.1) = 1 
14. I have (.) cat. Eh:. = 4 
15.  Major? = 2 
16.  (Japanese). Ah, ma- Material. = 6 
17. Ah: physics. = 3 
18. Eto (8.9) = 2 
19. Life is, life in life (7.4) = 5 
20. move (11.9) = 1 
21. eh move (37.0) = 2 
22. move changed eh: (6.3) = 4 
23. eto: (10.3) = 2 
24. eto: = 2 

Name C.N. 
TOEIC score: 490 

Monologue 
Uh: my name is C.N., I’m from Fukuoka, uh: I’m eighteen years old, and my hobby is watching 

Youtube. Uh I like Youtuber↑ and I often (beauty) (cosme-up) Youtube video and I like K-pop 
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ando I’m interested in foreign country because when I was a high school student, I went to 
New Zealand for two weeks, and I had a great experience for example, (.) I ate New Zealand 
local food and I learned New Zealand’s um: ↑ religious, and so (2.8) oh, I I want to learn more 
any other country’s culture, ↑ so I want to go to a lot of countries. ah: I want to go to Dubai, 
and Hawaii↑ and Korea uh: Korea’s food is very delicious, so I want to go to Korea↑ and 
Dubai, Dubai’s building is very high↑ so I want to see Dubai’s building, and I want to (.) see 
Hawaii’s beautiful sea, so I want to go to Hawaii. And Uh: ando I will join American football 
club in this university because American football team members is very kind↑. So↑ I want to 
join American football club↑ and uh (.) uh: I like changing my hair. My, so I often change my 
hair↑ Uh, I have a dog [[   ]] yeah, so my dog is very small, (.) so Chihuahua so very small, uh 
so I want to, I like animals, in the future, I want to I wanna have rabbits, rabbit is  very cute↑ 
so↑ I want I want rabbits, um: and: (.) when I was a high school student I joined cooking club. 
Uh I often↑ cooked many things so I can make a lot of special↑ food. ↑ And uh:: (.) I like table 
tennis. Table tennis is very funny.↑ Oh: (.) oh; and uh, I like ice cream, and sushi. When I 
went to Taiwan, um: Japanese sushi shop, there↑ are Japanese sushi shop, kaiten sushi, do you 
know sushi roll [[  ]] uh, there are sushi roll in Taiwan so I was very surprised.↑ And sushi is 
very famous food in the world.  So I like sushi.  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Tell me about….Have you made any new friends? 
N: Uh, yes↓ 
Interviewer: Tell me about your new friends. 
N: Uh, my, I have a lot of friends in this university. Ohm, I (.) often (2.4)  (because), (    ) I have 

fo- three friends, ↑  Saki, ↑ and Saki and Shirori. Uh: same name. There are Saki ↑ two people 
my friends, and so I often mistake when we when I call Saki and Saki, I have to uhm: separate 
Saki from Saki, so it is difficult. And I enjoy (.) my friends’ time. I went to go I went to go to 
restaurant and I enjoy talking it was very fun. 

Interviewer: Tell me about your family. 
N: My family is father, mother, and me. I don’t have a brother or sister. But↑ I feel good (.) oh, I 

often↑ ah, I often go shopping with my mother↑, so my mother like as a sister for me, so I 
enjoy↑ my life, and I often go trip with my mother. So mother is like a sister for me, yeah. 

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
N: Oh, My major (.) is science, and oh, oh (Japanese) science. I want to make (.) make-up item, 

(cos-me) make-up item so I want to study science and I want to make (.) make-up item, uhm 
my my skin is very (.) bad, my skin is very um not strong, isn’t strong, so I want to make 
make-up (cos-me) that everyone use it.   

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue:  03:54.6  (234.6 seconds) 
Dialogue:  02:37.0　(157.0 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time: 06:31.6 ( 391.6   seconds) 
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  1.7 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  122.7 
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Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  107.7 
Fluency Differential: 5.0 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  14 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  0   sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:   (5.2 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 2.8 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 2.4 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 1.3% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses: 2.6 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 3 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 1 
Interviewee:  use of L1: 1 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  1 
Interviewee:  repetition: 1 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 105.1(736 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words:  565 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 33 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 18 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 
1. Uh: my name is C.N., //I’m from Fukuoka, uh: I’m eighteen // years old, and my hobby is 

watching You//tube. Uh I like Youtuber↑ and I of//ten (beauty) (cosme-up) Youtube vide//o 
and I like K-pop ando I’m in//terested in foreign country because // when I was a high school 
student, I went // to New Zealand for two weeks, and I // had a great experience for 
example, // (.) I ate New Zealand local food and I // learned New Zealand’s um: ↑ religious, 
and // so (2.8) = 121 (Counting full name) 

2. oh, I I want to learn more any o//ther country’s culture, ↑ so I want to go // to a lot of 
countries. ah: I want to // go to Dubai, and Hawaii↑ and Ko//rea uh: Korea’s food is ve//ry 
delicious, so I want to go to //Korea↑ and Dubai, Dubai’s building is // very high↑ so I want to 
see Dubai’s // building, and I want to (.) see Hawaii’s // beautiful sea, so I want to go to // 
Hawaii. And Uh: ando I will join // American football club in this uni//versity because 
American football // team members is very kind↑. So↑ I want // to join American football 
club↑ and uh (.) // uh: I like changing my hair. My, so I // often change my hair.↑ Uh, I have a 
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dog [[   ]] // yeah, so my dog is very small, (.) so Chi//huahua so very small, uh so I want //to, 
I like animals, in the future, // I want to I wanna have rabbits,// rabbit is  very cute↑ so↑ I want 
I // want rabbits, um: and: (.) when I was a high // school student I joined cooking club. Uh I // 
often↑ cooked many things so I can make // a lot of special↑ food. ↑ And uh:: (.) I like // table 
tennis. Table tennis is ve//ry funny.↑ Oh: (.) oh; and uh, I like ice //cream, and sushi. When I 
went to Taiwan, // um  Japanese sushi shop, there↑ are Ja//panese sushi shop, kaiten sushi, 
do //you know sushi roll [[  ]] uh, there are sushi // roll in Taiwan so I was very sur//prised.↑ 
And sushi is very famous food //in the world.  So I like sushi.  = 348 

3. Uh, yes↓ = 2 
4. Uh, my, I have a lot of friends in // this university. Ohm, I (.) often (2.4) = 20 
5. (because), (    ) I have fo- three friends, ↑  Saki, ↑ and //Saki and Shirori. Uh: same name. 

There are //Saki ↑ two people my friends, and so // I often mistake when we when I call // 
Saki and Saki, I have to uhm: se//parate Saki from Saki, so it is dif//ficult. And I enjoy (.) my 
friends’ time. I //went to go I went to go to restau//rant and I enjoy talking it was ve//ry fun. = 
93 

6. My family is father, mother, and me. // I don’t have a brother or sister. But↑ // I feel good (.) 
oh, I often↑ ah, I of//ten go shopping with my mother↑, so my //mother like as a sister for me, 
so // I enjoy↑ my life, and I often go // trip with my mother. So mother is like // a sister for me, 
yeah. = 76 

7. Oh, My major (.) is science, and oh, oh // (Japanese) science. I want to make (.) make-up item, 
//(cos-me) make-up item so I want to //study science and I want to make (.) make//-up item, 
uhm my my skin is very (.) //bad, my skin is very um not strong, isn’t //strong, so I want to 
make make-up (cos-me) //that everyone use it. = 76 

  

Name: N.T. 
TOEIC score: 290 

Monologue 
I’m↑ N, ↑ , T. N., I’m from Takaeo High School in Saga, Saga-ken, (4.7) I: (15.4) I’m from Saga, 

I said, but I not so good at Saga, but my hometown, Ureashino, Ureashino-city is uh, I can (.) 
introduce. (1.1) My hometown is famous for hot spring town and produce place for green tea. 
Eh So: ↑ I (7.6) when I go to the streets, one kilometer, I can find six or seven Japanese hotel 
and: (4.7) uh I: (3.5) my favorite to soak up hot spring. Ah: And to collect, collect a machine 
to watch or playing a video game. Uh: for example Project uh Speaker, (.) uh. 

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made many new friends at this university? 
N: Oh, yes. (.) Uh: (5.6) (my) friend↓ (11.7) I have (10.6.) ten friends.  

(12.0) 
Interviewer: Ok. Tell me about your family. 
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N: Oh: (4.1) uh: (2.1) I have (.)  I have↓ (.) two ↑ sisters, one of (theys) is uh university student 
and the other is high sch— high school student. Uh: (12.0) I (saw) not so good with my junior 
sister, but uh (5.9) I like (.) senior sister and uh: (.) my grandfather. 

(8.9) 
Interviewer: Ok, let’s go on to the next issue I like to know. What is your major and why did you 

choose it_ 
N: My my major is (3.2) machine intelligence. Uh: (.) The reason is (5.0) I I like control machine 

and (.) think (3.9) why this machine is moving, and so I want to make new machine which 
which↓ (4.5) surprising many people. Uh: (10.9) so I want to study this major.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  02:24.9 (144.9  seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:11.4 (191.4 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  05:36.3    (336.3 seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  0.7 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  47.4 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  43.5 
Fluency Differential: 3.9 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  7 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 20.9   sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:   (116.5 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  37.0 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 79.5 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 34.6% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  6.4 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 0 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 1 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  0 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  1 
Interviewee:  repetition: 6 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 12.6 (266 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 205 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 22 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 10 
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============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 
1. I’m↑ {N.} ↑ T.N., I’m from // Takaeo High School in Saga, Saga-ken, (4.7) = 20 
2. I: (15.4) = 1 
3. I’m from Saga, I said, but I not so // good at Saga, but my hometown, Urea//shino, Ureashino-

city is uh, // I can (.) introduce. (1.1) = 35 
4. My hometown is famous for hot spring town // and produce place for green tea. Eh So: ↑ I 

(7.6) = 20  
5. when I go to the streets, one kilo//meter, I can find six or seven Japa//nese hotel and: (4.7) = 

24 
6. uh I: (3.5) = 2 
7. my favorite to soak up hot spring. Ah: And // to collect, collect a machine to watch // or 

playing a video game. Uh: for ex//ample Project uh Speaker, (.) uh. 

Oh, yes. (.) // Uh: (5.6) = 41 
8. (my) friend↓ (11.7) = 2 
9. I have (10.6.) = 2 
10. ten friends. = 3 
11. Oh: (4.1) = 1 
12. uh: (2.1) = 1 
13. I have (.)  I have↓ (.) two ↑ sisters, one of (theys) // is uh university student and // the other is 

high sch— high school student. // Uh: (12.0) = 31 
14. I (saw) not so good with my junior sis//ter, but uh (5.9)  = 13 
15. I like (.) senior sister and uh: (.) my grand//father. = 12 
16. My my major is (3.2) = 5 
17. machine intelligence. Uh: (.) The reason is (5.0) = 10 
18. I I like control machine and (.) think (3.9) = 9 
19. why this machine is moving, and so I // want to make new machine which which↓ (4.5) = 18 
20. surprising many people. Uh: (10.9.) = 8 
21. so I want to study this major. = 8 

Name  S.T. 
TOEIC score: 295 

Monologue 
I I will tell about S.T., um (3.2) I I I um: um: uh I I I was not (    ) eto↓ about I I I I was in track 

and field club club for for junior high and high school. Um: ↓ (11.4) I ↑ like to running. Uhm. 
(.) eto and (.) um I like computer (7.2) eh: (4.4) using  PC [[     ]]]  hmm it is (wonderful) I 
think (      ) it is (sniffle) wonderful for me to use PC. Eh: (Japanese). 

Dialogue 
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Interviewer: So have you made any new friends here at the university? 
S: I (sniffle) two- two- eh three friends three new friends. Eh Um Hmm (3.6) Mm I I I want to 

more frie- make more friends. (10.5) Eh it is difficult for me to to make for me to make new 
friends, I want to try many friends. 

Interviewer: Tell me about your family.  
S: Eh, eh: ah: eh my father (.) my father work work uh, hm in (      ) corporation. (carpetento) my 

father work (carpeting); my mother, my mother is programmer. Hm. (.) she she work at my 
house. (.) Um. She is gasoline stand programmer, my my my little sister is high school 
student. Uhm:  uh 

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
S: What? 
Interviewer: What is your major area of study? 
S: Area of study. ↓ Study. 
Interviewer: Are you electrical engineer? Chemical engineer?  

(15.4) 
S: Ah It eh↓ is (9.5) um ↓  

(11.7) 
Interviewer: What do what are you studying? 
S: Studying? Ah eh um: It is difficult for me to study in to (1.8) study, eh, study↓.  
Interviewer: No, I mean, are you a mechanical engineer, electrical engineer? What kind of 

engineer are you?  
(4.8) 

S: I I I don’t understand, uhm engineering? Abouto I want to know know (2.9) uhm: 
programming (18.1) I try to um (8.0) try to study programming.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue:  02:11.0   (131.0 seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:53.2　(233.2 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  05:54.2  (354.2  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.6 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  47.4 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  37.0 
Fluency Differential: 10.4 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  1 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 31.9  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: 01:20.6  (80.2 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 26.2 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue:  54.4 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 22.6% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  7.2 
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Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 1 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 1 
Interviewee:  use of L1: 1 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 1 
Interviewee:  retracing:  5 
Interviewee:  repetition: 28 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 16.4 (280 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 229 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 61 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 8 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 
1. I I will tell about S.//T, um (3.2) =  14 (Counting full name) 
2. I I I um: um: uh I I I was // not (    ) eto↓ about I I I I was //in track and field club club for 

for ju//nior high and high school. Um: ↓ (11.4) = 36 
3. I ↑ like to running. Uhm. (.) eto and (.) um // I like computer (7.2) = 15 
4. eh: (4.4) = 1 
5. using  PC [[     ]]]  hmm it is (wonderful) // I think (      ) it is (sniffle) wonderful for me to 

// use PC. Eh: (Japanese) 
I (sniffle) two- two- eh three fri//ends three new friends. Eh Um Hmm (3.6) = 38 

6. Mm I I I want to more frie- make more // friends. (10.5) = 12 
7. Eh it is difficult for me to to make for // me to make new friends, I want to try ma//ny 

friends. = 23 
8. Eh, eh: ah: eh my father (.) my father //  work work uh, hm in (      ) corporation. (car//

petento) my father work (carpeting); // my mother, my mother is programmer. // Hm. 
(.) she she work at my house. (.) Um. She is // gasoline stand programmer, my my 
my // little sister is high school student. Uhm:  // uh = 71 

9. What? = 1 
10. Area of study. ↓ Study. = 7 
11. Ah It eh↓ is (9.5) um ↓ = 5 
12. Studying? Ah eh um: It is diffi//cult for me to study in to (1.8) = 17 
13.  study, eh, study↓. = 5 
14. I I I don’t understand, uhm engi//neering? Abouto I want to know know (2.9) = 20 
15. uhm: programming (18.1) = 4 
16. I try to um (8.0) = 4 
17. try to study programming. = 7  
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Name O.W. 
TOEIC score: 255 

Monologue 
I’m O.W., I’m from Tagawa city. (7.9) my (.) friend (Japanese) (1.8) my new friend is have  

Kawasaki Wataru, Ota Uki, and Kawaguchi (Ushite-kun, (laugher). Thank you.  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends here at Kyushu Institute of Technology?  

(6.3) 
O: Ah, I (.) my friend I have new friend that thato that (.) Ushi Tomohiro, and (5.0) eto Omori 

Naoko.  
Interviewer: Ok, tell me about your family. 
O: My family have my mother, father, brother, (.) four people.  
Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
O: One more. 
Interviewer: What is your major What is your (Japanese)? 
O: I I (member) is eto (      ) mechanic brain. (Japanese) to (Japanese) mechanic brain. Thank 

you. 
Interviwer: Why did you choose it? 
O: I like mechanic, for example, car and bikes engine.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  0:43.5   (43.5 seconds) 
Dialogue:  01:59.3 (119.3 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time: 02:42.8   (162.8  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  0.6 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  42.7 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  41.2 
Fluency Differential: 1.5 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  4 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 6.3   sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  (15.6 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  9.7 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 5.9 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 9.5% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses: 5.2  

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 0  
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0  
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Interviewee:  use of L1:  0 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  2 
Interviewee:  repetition: 1 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 12.8 (116 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 82 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 4 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 5 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 
1. I’m Oshiiumi Wataru, I’m from // Tagawa city. (7.9) = 15 
2. my (.) friend (Japanese) (1.8) = 3 
3. my new friend is have  Kawasaki Wa//taru, Ota Uki, and Kawagu//chi (Ushite-kun, 

(laugher). Thank you. = 27 
4. Ah, I (.) my friend I have new friend that // thato that (.) Ushi Tomohiro, and (5.0) = 15 
5. eto Omori Naoko. = 8 
6. My family have my mother, father, bro//ther, (.) four people. = 14 
7. One more. = 2 
8. I I (member) is eto (      ) mechanic brain. // (Japanese) to (Japanese) mechanic brain. 

Thank you. = 17 
9. I like mechanic, for example, car // and bikes engine. = 15 

Name:  O.R. 
TOEIC score: 290 

Monologue 
Oh, I’m R. O. (2.7) I:↑ (1.7) come from Tagawa in Fukuoka. I live↑ (.) in Tobata, Kitakyushu 

now. ↑ (1.8) I uh↓ (10.9) don’t like English. ↑ (.) Eh, I likes sports um: um soccer, basketball, 
(.) I like watching baseball game too. Uh (4.1) I (.) have a new friend in this college, they are 
very kind, so they (call) me (.) Ryo (6.1). My family is mother, father, and (brother). My 
brother is (2.6) uh: high school student. (6.0) Uh.  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends at Kyushukodai? Any new friends. Have you made 

any new friends?  
(2.9) 

R: (laughter) 
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Interviewer: Have you made any new friends? (Japanese) 
R: Uh, I have three three (.) three friends. Uh. (6.3) Hm: (5.5) Um: (7.3) We go, we went to uh, 

we went to (.) game center with their uh and (.) uhm: (6.0)  eat lunch with there. (7.6) 
watching baseball game.  

(10.7) 
Interviewer:  Ok, tell me more about your family. 
R: Ah: my father and mother age 45: uh, (3.5) they are: (3.9) work as nurse and (.) nurse and 

(5.6) uh salaryman, salaryman. (.) they are very kind, and (7.4) uh, they bought they bought 
car for me. (.) Uh, (17.4) they are so pleasure that I passed this school.  

(6.7) 
Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it. Your major is (Japanese).  

(16.3) 
R:  This (course) uh: look like, uh, interesting↑, interesting course. (Japanese) my friend↑ this 

course too↑, so so I↑ thought (.) choose this course. 

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue : 02:04.0  (124.0  seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:44.3 (224.3 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:   05:58.3  ( 358.3     seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.5  
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  35.6 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  31.1 
Fluency Differential: 4.5 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  12 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  36.6   sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:   (106.4 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  35.9 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 70.5 seconds 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 30.5% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  5.9 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words:  1 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  1 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences:  0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  1 
Interviewee:  repetition: 6 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 11.2  (213 syllables)  
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Interviewee: number of words: 175 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 27 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors:  5 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 
1. Oh, I’m Ryo Ogata (2.7)  = 7 
2. I:↑ (1.7) = 1 
3. come from Tagawa in Fukuoka. I // live↑ (.) in Tobata, Kitakyushu now. ↑ (1.8) =  20 
4. I uh↓ (10.9) = 2  
5. don’t like English. ↑ (.) Eh, I likes sports //um: um soccer, basketball, (.) I like wa//tching 

baseball game too. Uh (4.1) = 26 
6. I (.) have a new friend in this college, they // are very kind, so they (call) me (.) Ryo (6.1). = 

20  
7. My family is mother, father, and (bro//ther). My brother is (2.6) = 13 
8.  uh: high school student. (6.0) = 5 
9. Uh. Uh, I have three three (.) three friends. Uh. (6.3) = 10 
8. Hm: (5.5) = 1 
9. Um: (7.3) = 1 
10. We go, we went to uh, we went to (.) game // center with their uh and (.) uhm: (6.0)  = 17 
11. eat lunch with there. (7.6) = 4 
12. watching baseball game. = 5 
13. Ah: my father and mother age 4//5: uh, (3.5) = 12 
14. they are: (3.9) = 2 
15. work as nurse and (.) nurse and (5.6) = 6 
16. uh salaryman, salaryman. (.) they // are very kind, and (7.4) = 15 
17. uh, they bought they bought car for me. (.) Uh, (17.4) = 9 
18. they are so pleasure that I passed this school. = 10 
19. This (course) uh: look like, uh, intersting↑, // interesting course. (Japanese) my friend↑ this 

course too↑, // so so I↑ thought (.) choose this course. = 27 

Name: W.H.  
TOEIC score: 290 

Monologue 

My name is H.W.  (4.8) oh: my hobby is making↑ plastic model, for example, Gampura, my 
favorite is anime is Kanda, (5.5) I I like↑ Gandam when I was child. (5.0.) I I will make 
Gandam in the future. ↑ (9.5) Hmm: My favorite food is melon. ↑ (laughter). (11.4) Uh, (21.4) 
I belong to karate club and↑ shourinji kenpo club, (4.3) uh: 
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Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made many new friends here at Kyushu Institute of Technology? 
H: Uh: (3.1) yes. ↓ (4.6) Hmm.  

(32.2) 
Interviewer: Ok, tell me about your family. 
H: I have one (1.9) brother and one sister and father and mother.  

(27.5) 
Interviewer: Ok, what is your major? Are you mechnical engineer? Civil engineer, chemistry 

engineer? What is your major, and why did you choose it? 
H: uh 
Interviewer: What is your (Japanese) your area? 
H: Oh (12.3) Please one more time. 
Interviewer: So what is area? Are you a mechanical engineer, are you interested in machines,  

(Japanese) or (Japanese) civil engineer. What is your area of study?  
H: (Japanese) 
Interviewer: Machine. Why? 
H: Why? I want to make Gandam. And (8.8) I want to make Ayama. Uhm:  

(18.6) 
Interviewer: Ok, thank you.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  01:48.3  ( 108.3 seconds) 
Dialogue:  　01:00.1　(60.1 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  02:48.4  (168.4   seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  0.6 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  40.6 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  37.4 
Fluency Differential: 3.2 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  0 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  78.3  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  02:07.0  (127.0  seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  01:45.1   105.1 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 21.9 seconds 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 13.0% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  10.5 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 0 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0 
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Interviewee:  use of L1:  1 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  0 
Interviewee:  repetition: 2 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 6.3  (114 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 88 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables:  9 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 2 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 

Name:  K.T.   
TOEIC score: 705  

Monologue 
Myself? I’m T.K., and I’m nineteen years old (2.2) Uhm: (5.3) my my favorite thing is car↑ and I 

I like to watch car race when F1, Nascar, uh (5.7) uh: ↑ (4.6) myself. ↓ (14.3) Uh, ↑ I lived in 
America for two years when I was um, third, uh first grade course, junior high school student, 
and I (was) (in) San Fransico, and (5.4) and  then I think it was great↑ great↑ experience to me 
(1.7) and (6.4) so I like to watch foreign (genre), foreign movie like Prison Break.  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends at Kyushu Institute of Technology? 
K: Oh yes. ↓ (1.5) uh I made about five or six new friends, and they are (.) um: (9.4) uh: (2.1) 

um: (6.3) they have same interest (3.8) um in car, and we talk about car and motocycle. And 
(laughter) yeah↓ I  I and my friends belong to students’ formula. Uh, Project of making car, 
formula car. And 

(8.4) 
Interviewer:  Ok. Tell me about your family. 

(12.2) 
K: Uhm: (11.6) uh I have a sister and (3.5) and I and my sister are very close. (2.3) and (.) uh for 

example last week we went to shrine. ↑ (2.3) And and we prayed (4.6) for (5.6) not to occur 
traffic accident. (1.8) (laugher).  

Interviewer: That’s important. 
K: Um: and… 

(10.6) 
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Interviewer: What does your father do? 
K: Uh My father is a doctor 
Interviewer: Oh doctor 
K: Yeah yeah. I went to America because of my father’s job. (3.6) I think he studied (3.3) using a 

rat. 
Interviewer: Using what? 
K: Using Rat↑. Rat↑.  
Interviewer: Rats. Ok. 
K: And uh  

(4.0) 
Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
K: My major is uh: (2.7) machine. 
Interviewer: Machine engineering.  
K: Oh yes. Machine engineering. 
Interviewer: Why? 
K: Because I like car and I want to uh: (5.9) I want to take a job. (5.0) Take a job. ↓ (5.4) Uh, I 

want to (5.0) get a job. (3.0) Uh, that related to car. So I major this….  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  01:58.6　 (118.6 seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:33.8   (213.8 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  05:32.4  ( 332.4  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.8 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  57.9 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  52.3 
Fluency Differential: 5.6 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  2 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 35.2 seconds 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: 02:14.3  (134.3 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  45.6 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 01:28.7 (88.7 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 40.4% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  4.7 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 1 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  0 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
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Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 2 
Interviewee:  retracing:  2 
Interviewee:  repetition: 8 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs:  8.0 (321 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 354 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 31 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 13 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 

1. Myself? I’m T.K., //and I’m nineteen years old (2.2)  = 16 (Counting full name) 
2. Uhm: (5.3) = 1 
3. my my favorite thing is car↑ and I I // like to watch car race when F1, Nascar, // uh (5.7)  = 21 
4. uh: ↑ (4.6)  = 1 
5. myself. ↓ (14.3) = 2 
6. Uh, ↑ I lived in America for two // years when I was um, third, uh first grade course, // junior 

high school student, and I (was) (in) // San Fransico, and (5.4) = 35 
7. and  then I think it was great↑ great↑ exper//ience to me (1.7) = 14 
8. and (6.4) = 1 
9. so I like to watch foreign (genre), for//eign movie like Prison Break. = 17 
10. Oh yes. ↓ (1.5) = 2 
11. uh I made about five or six new fri//ends, and they are (.) um: (9.4) = 15 
12. uh: (2.1) = 1 
13. um: (6.3) = 1 
14. they have same interest (3.8) = 6 
15. um in car, and we talk about car and // motocycle. And (laughter) yeah↓ I  I and my // friends 

belong to students’ formula. Uh, // Project of making car, formula car. // And = 41 
16. Ok. Tell me about your family. = 10 
17. Uhm: (11.6) = 1 
18. uh I have a sister and (3.5) = 7 
19. and I and my sister are very close. (2.3) = 9 
20. and (.) uh for example last week we went //to shrine. ↑ (2.3) = 12 
21. And and we prayed (4.6) = 4 
22. for (5.6) = 1 
23. not to occur traffic accident. (1.8) = 10 
24. (laugher). = 0 
25. Um: and… = 2 
26. Uh My father is a doctor = 8 
27. Yeah yeah. I went to America // because of my father’s job. (3.6) = 17 
28. I think he studied (3.3) = 5 
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29. using a rat. = 3 
30. Using Rat↑. Rat↑. = 4 
31. And uh = 2 
32. My major is uh: (2.7) = 5 
33. machine. = 2 
34. Oh yes. Machine engineering. = 8 
35. Because I like car and I want to uh: (5.9) = 10 
36. I want to take a job. (5.0) = 6 
37. Take a job. ↓ (5.4) = 3 
38. Uh, I want to (5.0) = 4 
39. get a job. (3.0) = 3 
40. Uh, that related to car. So I major // this. = 11 

Name:  K.T.  
TOEIC score: 705  

Monologue 
Myself? I’m T.K., and I’m nineteen years old (2.2) Uhm: (5.3) my my favorite thing is car↑ and I 

I like to watch car race when F1, Nascar, uh (5.7) uh: ↑ (4.6) myself. ↓ (14.3) Uh, ↑ I lived in 
America for two years when I was um, third, uh first grade course, junior high school student, 
and I (was) (in) San Fransico, and (5.4) and  then I think it was great↑ great↑ experience to me 
(1.7) and (6.4) so I like to watch foreign (genre), foreign movie like Prison Break.  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends at Kyushu Institute of Technology? 
K: Oh yes. ↓ (1.5) uh I made about five or six new friends, and they are (.) um: (9.4) uh: (2.1) 

um: (6.3) they have same interest (3.8) um in car, and we talk about car and motocycle. And 
(laughter) yeah↓ I  I and my friends belong to students’ formula. Uh, Project of making car, 
formula car. And 

(8.4) 
Interviewer:  Ok. Tell me about your family. 

(12.2) 
K: Uhm: (11.6) uh I have a sister and (3.5) and I and my sister are very close. (2.3) and (.) uh for 

example last week we went to shrine. ↑ (2.3) And and we prayed (4.6) for (5.6) not to occur 
traffic accident. (1.8) (laugher).  

Interviewer: That’s important. 
K: Um: and… 

(10.6) 
Interviewer: What does your father do? 
K: Uh My father is a doctor 
Interviewer: Oh doctor 
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K: Yeah yeah. I went to America because of my father’s job. (3.6) I think he studied (3.3) using a 
rat. 

Interviewer: Using what? 
K: Using Rat↑. Rat↑.  
Interviewer: Rats. Ok. 
K: And uh  

(4.0) 
Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
K: My major is uh: (2.7) machine. 
Interviewer: Machine engineering.  
K: Oh yes. Machine engineering. 
Interviewer: Why? 
K: Because I like car and I want to uh: (5.9) I want to take a job. (5.0) Take a job. ↓ (5.4) Uh, I 

want to (5.0) get a job. (3.0) Uh, that related to car. So I major this….  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  01:58.6　 (118.6 seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:33.8   (213.8 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  05:32.4  ( 332.4  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.8 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  57.9 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  52.3 
Fluency Differential: 5.6 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  2 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 35.2 seconds 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: 02:14.3  (134.3 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  45.6 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 01:28.7 (88.7 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 40.4% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  4.7 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 1 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  0 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 2 
Interviewee:  retracing:  2 
Interviewee:  repetition: 8 
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Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs:  8.0 (321 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 354 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 31 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 13 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 

1. Myself? I’m T.K., //and I’m nineteen years old (2.2)  = 16 (Counting full name) 
2. Uhm: (5.3) = 1 
3. my my favorite thing is car↑ and I I // like to watch car race when F1, Nascar, // uh (5.7)  = 21 
4. uh: ↑ (4.6)  = 1 
5. myself. ↓ (14.3) = 2 
6. Uh, ↑ I lived in America for two // years when I was um, third, uh first grade course, // junior 

high school student, and I (was) (in) // San Fransico, and (5.4) = 35 
7. and  then I think it was great↑ great↑ exper//ience to me (1.7) = 14 
8. and (6.4) = 1 
9. so I like to watch foreign (genre), for//eign movie like Prison Break. = 17 
10. Oh yes. ↓ (1.5) = 2 
11. uh I made about five or six new fri//ends, and they are (.) um: (9.4) = 15 
12. uh: (2.1) = 1 
13. um: (6.3) = 1 
14. they have same interest (3.8) = 6 
15. um in car, and we talk about car and // motocycle. And (laughter) yeah↓ I  I and my // friends 

belong to students’ formula. Uh, // Project of making car, formula car. // And = 41 
16. Ok. Tell me about your family. = 10 
17. Uhm: (11.6) = 1 
18. uh I have a sister and (3.5) = 7 
19. and I and my sister are very close. (2.3) = 9 
20. and (.) uh for example last week we went //to shrine. ↑ (2.3) = 12 
21. And and we prayed (4.6) = 4 
22. for (5.6) = 1 
23. not to occur traffic accident. (1.8) = 10 
24. (laugher). = 0 
25. Um: and… = 2 
26. Uh My father is a doctor = 8 
27. Yeah yeah. I went to America // because of my father’s job. (3.6) = 17 
28. I think he studied (3.3) = 5 
29. using a rat. = 3 
30. Using Rat↑. Rat↑. = 4 
31. And uh = 2 
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32. My major is uh: (2.7) = 5 
33. machine. = 2 
34. Oh yes. Machine engineering. = 8 
35. Because I like car and I want to uh: (5.9) = 10 
36. I want to take a job. (5.0) = 6 
37. Take a job. ↓ (5.4) = 3 
38. Uh, I want to (5.0) = 4 
39. get a job. (3.0) = 3 
40. Uh, that related to car. So I major // this. = 11 

Name: K.T. 
TOEIC score: 380 

Monologue 
My name is Kouki Terajima, my hobby is to play basketball and listen to music. Uhm My: ↑ 

favorite artist is One O’clock. I (excelerting) excited to, exciting, I exciting uh ↓ to listen 
song:↑. uhm  I was playing basketball uh since (1.8) since (4.3) grade five. ↑ (Fifth) grade, 
uhm. (6.0) What↑  I would I want to↑  I want to hobby now is to play piano.↑  ah I was I was 
↑ I was playing piano since I was a a kind- kindergarten. I will try to piano a little.  

  
Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends here at KyushuKoDai? 
T:  Uh I have many friends this college.  Uh uh, I I will try to make more friends, (.) uh. It is 

important for me to make friends.  
Interviewer: Ok Tell me about your family. 
T: Family. My family is lives three people. My fam- my mother is housewife, uh my father is is 

doing electronic work. (3.5) I’m I’m only child. ↑ 
Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
T: I major in electronic engineering. Uh (.) because I (2.2) I want I want to engineer engineer 

who (4.1) engineer (4.2) to become like my father. Uh: (9.5) I would like to (2.0) be an 
engineer who can correspond to to all: ↑ changes↑.  

Fluency Analysis 
Total Time Speaking for Interviewee:   
Monologue:  01:23.1   ( 83.1  seconds) 
Dialogue:  　01:30.0  (90 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  02:53.1 ( 173.1  seconds) 
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  1.2 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  85.6 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  74.5 
Fluency Differential: 11.1 
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Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  2 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  0  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  (37.6 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  (12.1 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: ( 25.0 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 21.7% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  4.1 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 1 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 2 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  0 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  6 
Interviewee:  repetition: 17 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs:  19.0  (247 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words:  182 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 32 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors:  12 
============================ 
Mean Length Runs 

1. My name is K.T. my // hobby is to play basketball and lis//ten to music. Uhm My: ↑ 
favorite artist // is One O’clock. I (excelerting) // excited to, exciting, I exci//ting uh ↓ 
to listen song:↑. uhm  I was play//ing basketball uh since (1.8) = 66 (Counting full 
name) 

2. since (4.3)  = 1 
3. grade five. ↑ (Fifth) grade, uhm. (6.0) = 5 
4. What↑  I would I want to↑  I want to hob//by now is to play piano.↑  ah I // was I was ↑ I 

was playing piano // since I was a a kind- kindergarten. // I will try to piano a little. = 
49 

5. Uh I have many friends this college.  //Uh uh, I I will try to make more fri//ends, 2uh. It is 
important for me to make // friends. = 32 

6. Family. My family is lives three people. // My fam- my mother is housewife, uh my fa//
ther is is doing electronic work. (3.5) = 30 

7. I’m I’m only child. ↑ = 6 
8. I major in electronic engi//neering. Uh (.) because I (2.2) = 16 
9. I want I want to engineer engi//neer who (4.1) = 12 
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10. engineer (4.2) = 3 
11. to become like my father. Uh: (9.5) = 8 
12. I would like to (2.0) = 4 
13. be an engineer who can correspond // to to all: ↑ changes↑. = 15 

Name M.A. 
TOEIC score: 280 

Monologue 
My name is M.A..  I’m from Fukuoka. (3.4) Hm: my hobby is listening music and (.) watching 

TV dramas.  My↑ favorite artist is Little Green Monster, Game Hoshino and Speed. And my 
favorite↑ drama is Stake. Little Green Monster is five member group, (.)I went to this event↑ 
and I talked to Little Green Monster↑. I was exciting.  (laughter) (17.7) I like music. I (2.1) 
played sax and. . .  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends here at KyushuKodai? 
A: Yes. (2.9) I made 20 friends. 
Interviewer: 20! 20! Ok. 

(23.6) 
Interviewer: Ok, tell me about your family. 
A: Eto I have a mother and father and two brother. Um: (5.9) I’m top. 
Interviewer: The oldest. 
A: The oldest. (7.0) One brother is, sister↑ is high school student grade (Japanese) and two, 

second brother is junior high school, grade one.  
(2.0) 

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
A: I want to make com- comfortable (cow). (9.3) I interested in (      ) I uh I will make (various) (     

). 
Interviewer: Uh 
A: I I will make various (     ) 
Interviewer: Various things.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  01:14.3　(74.3 seconds) 
Dialogue:     01:28.5  (88.5 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time: 02:42.8  (162.8   seconds) 
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  1.0 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  63.3 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  61.1 
Fluency Differential: 2.2 
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Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  2 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:   25.6 sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:   (48.3 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  23.2 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 25.1 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 29.6% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses: 6.9  

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 4 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 1 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  1 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 1 
Interviewee:  retracing:  3 
Interviewee:  repetition: 2 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 17.2  (172 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words:  139 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 6 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 8 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 

1. My name is Makoto Araki.  I’m // from Fukuoka. (.) =  15 
2. Hm: my hobby is listening music // and (.) watching TV dramas.  My favor//ite artist is 

Little Green Monster, Game Ho//shino and Speed. And my favorite drama // is Stake. 
Little Green Monster is five member // group, I went to this event↑ and I talked // to 
Little Green Monster↑. I was exciting.  // (laughter) (.) = 70 

3. I like music. I (.) = 5 
4. played sax and. . . = 3 

       5.   Yes. (.) I made 20 friends. = 7 
       6.   Eto I have a mother and father //and two brother. Um: (.) = 15 
       7.    I’m top. = 2 
       7.   The oldest. (.) = 3 
       8.    One brother is, sister↑ is high school stu//dent grade  
              (Japanese) and two, second brother is ju//nior high school, grade one. =     
               25 
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       9 .   I want to make com- comfortable (cow). (.) I // interested in (      ) I uh I  
               will make  // (various) (     ). = 23 
       10.  I I will make (     ) = 4 

Name: N.Y. 
TOEIC score: 400 

Monologue 
My name is Y.N.. I’m from Fukuoka.  I I I played↑ the piano (.) I I I like I like↑ watching↑ 

baseball on TV↑ and I often go to uh: ↑(Yahoo) Dome. eto I (.) I: my favorite team is Fukuoka 
Softbank Hawks, I like eto, I like (.) Mat- Matsuda Sen- Matsuda um: (4.1) laughter (2.1) I I: 
(2.1) (laughter) hmm] I: (2.9) um I eto uhm: (4.6) eh: uhm: (5.1) I I I I (6.6) I  also like 
listening to music eto. (2.7) I Iike Nishi, Nishi, he↑ is Japanese muscian↑, eto the other day I↑ 
I go to his concert eto in Hokkaido. Eto (2.1) I’m It  very exciting↑ and I (.) I moved 
(laughter) very interesting. 

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends at KyushuKodai? 
N: Yes.  Eto (.)  (Japanese) 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends at KIT? 
N: Yes, (2.7) I I often I often (3.7) study study study chemical, English, physics with five girls  

(Japanese) together. They they are↑ they are um: (3.4) they are↑ very they are↑ uh they↓ are↓  
very↓ kind↓ and I enjoy talking with them. 

Interviewer: Ok, tell me about your family. 
N: Eto My family↑ is five eto, mother↑, little sister↑, grandmother↑, eto my uncle↑ and I. My 

little sister is (2.0) high school, thir- thir- third and she’s ken- she plays kendo. She looks (2.1) 
very fun fun↓ (1.7) my (5.6) my mother (.) my mother (3.0) my mother (.) my mother work 
work eto hospital (Japanese) eto engineer↑.  

Interviewer: Engineer? Oh. 
N: Office. Office.  (hospital) my grandmother is  eto (2.0) cooking very well very well. (6.0) My 

uncle (Japanese) (7.2) (Japanese) uh: eto eto . . . 
Interviewer: So tell me about your major. What is your major and why did you choose it?  
N: Eto I like chemical long long ago, I (3.5) eto (2.5) future I: want to I want to study chemical 

very much and↑ (5.1) apply eto eto eto (1.5) I I make make make uhm: (Japanese) (Japanese) 
(.) make make uhm and I (7.9) so uhm (.) I (1.8) I I I: ↑ create new (Japanese) (doll) to to look 
at so I I enter the school.   

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  03:07.9 ( 187.9 seconds) 
Dialogue:  05:06.9 (306.9 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time: 08.14.8   (494.8   seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  0.5 
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Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  42.4 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  31.5 
Fluency Differential: 11.0 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  9 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  0  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  01:31.9 (91.9 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 30.2 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue:  01:01.7  (61.7 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 18.5% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  3.5 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 0 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 5 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  7 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 1 
Interviewee:  retracing:  5 
Interviewee:  repetition: 55 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 18.4 (351 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words:   280 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 91 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 10 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 
1. My name is Y.N. //I’m from Fukuoka.  I I I pla//yed↑ the piano (.) I I I like I //like↑ watching↑ 

baseball on TV↑ and I // often go to uh: ↑Yahoo Dome. // eto I (.) I: my favorite team is Fuku//
oka Softbank Hawks, I like eto, I like (.) // Mat- Matsuda Sen- Matsuda um: (.) = 69 
(Counting full name) 

2. laughter (.) I I: (.) (laughter) hmm] I: (.) = 4 
3. um I eto uhm: (.) = 5 
4. eh: uhm: (.) = 2 
5. I I I I (.) = 4 
6. I  also like listening to music e//to. (.) = 11 
7. I Iike Nishi, Nishi, he↑ is Japa//nese muscian↑, eto the other day  // I ↑ I go to his concert eto 

in // Hokkaido. Eto (.) It  very excit//ing↑ and I (.) I moved (laughter) very interesting. //  =  50 
8. Yes.  Eto (.)  (Japanese)= 3 
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9. Yes, (.)  = 1 
10. I I often I often (.) = 7 
11. study study study chemical, En//glish, physics with five girls  (Japanese) together. // They 

they are↑ they are um: (.) they are↑ very // they are↑ uh they↓ are↓  very↓ kind↓ and I // enjoy 
talking with them. = 46 

12. Eto My family↑ is five eto, mo//ther↑, little sister↑, grandmother↑, eto //my uncle↑ and I. My 
little sister // is (.) = 31 

13. high school, thir- thir- third and she’s ken- she pla//ys kendo. She looks (.) very fun fun↓ (.) 
my // (.) = 20 

14. my mother (.) my mother (.) my mother (.) my mother work // work eto hospital (Japanese) 
eto engi//neer↑. = 21 

15. Office. Office.  (  ) my grandmother is  eto (.) // cooking very well very well. (.) My un//cle 
(.) uh: eto eto = 16 

16. Eto I like chemical long long a//go, I (.) = 12 
17. eto (.) future I: want to I want to // study chemical very much and↑ (.) a//pply eto eto eto (.) = 

17 
18. I I make make make uhm: (japnese) (Japanese) make make uhm and // I (.) = 11 
19. so uhm (.) I (.) I I I: ↑ create new (Japanese) (doll) // to to look at so I I enter the // school.  = 

21 

Name: N.I. 
TOEIC score: 475 

Monologue 
My name is I.N.. I’m from Fukuoka↑, Yanegawa, south↑ of Fukuoka. Beautiful city, beautiful 

river, and famous (as) foreign people. And↑: (Japanese) eh I↑: my favorite sport is basketball. 
↑  and I played basketball in high school and in↑ university I I play basketball. (10.2) And↑: I 
like my↑ favorite subject is math, so↑ (3.1) I want to (9.5) grow up my math skill.  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends here at Kyushu KoDai? 
I: Yes I (1.5) play basketball, so basketball circle friends,  and my classmates, and I play guitar, 

so Keio group, I make friends too, (.) they they are very kind.  
Interviewer: Tell me about your family? 
I: I have one brother, young brother, and (2.3) father and mother. (4.9) my young brother is 

junior high school student, and nine grade, play (to me),  I I live alone in Kitakyushu, so I am 
very sick, sick. 

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
I: I’m: in a machine because ↑ (2.2) I want to go to university (Universe) so↑ I study hard to go 

to university later, and I like university too, so I ↑ belong to (Uchu club).  

Fluency Analysis 
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Monologue  01.22.3 (82.3 seconds) 
Dialogue:  01:43.7  (193.7 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  04:36.0   (276.0  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  0.8 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  48.9 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  48.0  
Fluency Differential: 0.9 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  1 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 0   sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:    (33.7 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  22.8 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 10.9 seconds 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 12.2% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  4.8 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 0 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  0 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  0 
Interviewee:  repetition: 3 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs:  45.0 (225 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 157 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 4 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 7 
Clauses with errors / 100 words 
Clauses with errors 
Error free clauses per 100 words 
Error free clauses 
Issues: Verb errors   
  Tense / form  
  Agreement  
  Usage  
 Articles  6 
  Misuse  
  Deletion   
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  Incorrect insertion   
 Prepositions    
 Modifiers  
  Adjective errors   
  Adverbs errors   
 General wording / phrasing   
 Nouns  
  Plurals   
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 

1. My name is I.N.. I’m from Fu//kuoka↑, Yanegawa, south↑ of Fu//kuoka. Beautiful city, 
beauti//ful river, and famous (     ) foreign people. //And↑: (Japanese) eh I↑: my favorite sport 
is basket//ball. ↑  and I played basketball in high school // and in↑ university I I play // 
basketball. 1 And↑: I like my↑ favorite // subject is math, so↑  (.) I want to (.) = 88 (Counting 
full name) 

2. grow up my math skill. = 5 
3. I (.) play basketball, so basketball cir//cle friends,  and my classmates, and I play gui//tar, so 

Keio group, I make friends too, they //are very kind. = 34 
4. I have one brother, young brother, and (.) fa//ther and mother. (.) my young brother is ju//nior 

high school student, and nine grade, play (        ),  I // I live alone in Kitakyushu, so // I am 
very sick, sick. = 46 

5. I’m: in a machine because ↑ (.) I want to // go to university (Universe) // so↑ I study hard to go 
to uni//versity later, and I like uni//versity too, so I↑ belong to (Uc//hu club).  = 52 

Name: Ohshima Kurumi  
TOEIC score: 485 
Teacher:  Enberg (Ruxton) 

Monologue 
I’m K.O. I (2.5) I:↑ I I’m born in Tokyo and moved↑ to Osaka and to move↑ to Fukuoka↑ now. 

And I I have (dreamed) Kyushu (3.0) Technology university (.) and I can make a lot of 
friends, and Yuri (.) Yuri (Hagenmeire), uh so kind to me and I and Yuri (sorry) (laughter) talk 
everyday so much, especially, stage, and movie and (3.1) music. My (father) is (1.3) a 
professor in Kyushu University; and I major↑ chemistry because my father took me a lot of 
information and when I was child. For example, I ↑ (2.7) talked to my father, why (certs) is 
yummy (laughter) my father explained me (4.0) difficult words, and so I (3.2) uh: ↑ (4.2) I 
(5.2) I think (.) I: (3.6) should major ↓chemistry.  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends here at Kyushukodai? 
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O: Yes. ↓ 
Interviewer: Tell me about your friends. 
O: (Laughter)  Um Um (.) my friends is so kind: and in the afternoon they include me and five 

people take a lunch everyday. And we go (library) and (study) and read book (         )   and 
enjoy the time in Kyushu Kogo University.(laugher) sorry. 

Interviewer: You told me about your father being a professor, but tell me more about your family. 
Mother, sisters, brothers? 

O: My mother teach me sewing, and my mother, when I was a child, my mother made me skirt, 
skirt↑ and vest, and a lot of thing make me, and my sister, my sister is Kyushu University, and 
she is two, (2.4) two: (5.0) uh she she will major in uhm child and teaching and (4.4) uhm: ↑ 
(4.8) everything. ↑ (laughter) I have a dog. [[  ]] Uh, dog is male and (2.9) Chihuahua and (   ) 
with them, (1.6) mixed, and sh- he is so cute and I (1.9) (    ) hug him every morning. [[   ]]] 
(.) Sorry.  

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? You’re a chemistry major.  
O: Oh, I’m interested in (1.1) cosmetic and I (    ) made various materials and (5.4) I don’t, uh 

I’m not interesting in other field. Uh: Uh: I don’t have so much meaning.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue 02:26.4 　(146.4 seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:16.9 (196.9 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  05:43.3   ( 343.3  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 1.0  
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  64.3 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  60.9 
Fluency Differential: 3.4 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  4 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:   0 sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  01:05.9　　(65.9 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 36.4 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 29.5 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 19.1% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  3.4 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 6 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0 
Interviewee:  use of L1: 0 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  3 
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Interviewee:  repetition: 9 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 15.3  (368 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 283 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 19 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 16 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 
1. I’m K.O. I (2.5) = 7  (Counting full name) 
2. I:↑ I I’m born in Tokyo and moved↑ to // Osaka and to move↑ to Fukuoka↑ now. // And I I 

have (dreamed) Kyushu (3.0) = 28 
3. Technology university (.) and I can // make a lot of friends, and Yuri   Yuri // (Hagenmeire), uh 

so kind to me and // I and Yuri (sorry) (laughter) talk everyday // so much, especially, stage, 
and movie and //(3.1) = 60 

4. music. My (father) is (1.3) = 6 
5. a professor in Kyushu University; // and I major↑ chemistry because my // father took me a lot 

of informa//tion and when I was child. For example, // I ↑ (2.7) = 41 
6. talked to my father, why (certs) is yummy // (laughter) my father explained me (4.0) = 16 
7. difficult words, and so I (3.2) = 8 
8. uh: ↑ (4.2) = 1 
9. I (5.2) = 1 
10. I think 4 I: (3.6) = 3 
11. should major ↓chemistry. = 6 
12. : Yes. ↓ = 1 
13. (Laughter)  Um Um (.) my friends is so kind: and in the // afternoon they include me and five 

pe//ople take a lunch everyday. And we go // (library) and (study) and read book (         )     
and en//joy the time in Kyushu Kogo Univer//sity.(laugher) sorry. = 53 

14. My mother teach me sewing, and my mother, // when I was a child, my mother made // me 
skirt, skirt↑ and vest, and a lot of thing // make me, and my sister, my sister is // Kyushu 
University, and she is // two, (2.4) = 51 

15. two: (5.0) = 1 
16. uh she she will major in uhm child and // teaching and (4.4) = 13 
17. uhm: ↑ (4.8) = 1 
18. everything. ↑ (laughter) I have a dog. [[  ]] Uh, dog is male // and (2.9) = 11 
19. Chihuahua and (   ) with them, (1.6) = 6 
20. mixed, and sh- he is so cute and I (1.9) = 9 
21. (    ) hug him every morning. [[   ]]] (.) Sorry. = 7 
22. Oh, I’m interested in (1.1) = 6 
23. cosmetic and I (    ) made various material//s and (5.4) = 11 
24. I don’t, uh I’m not interesting in o//ther field. Uh: Uh: I don’t have so much mean//ing. = 21 
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Name: O.S.  
TOEIC score: 575 

Monologue 
My name is S.O.. I have eh: (1.9) one sister, old sister, I belong to Kyushu Kogiodaikau, eh: (.) 

(electricity), because↓ I I would like to (2.9) I would like to learn about (9.0) PC  Monitor. I 
like playing the game, and play PC so, I (11.4) I I(.) come to there, I: . . .  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Let’s talk about your (having) life. Have you made any new friends at 

KyushuKoDai? 
S:  Number of friends? 
Interviewer: Number of friends, who they are. 
S: I: ↑ take part in volleyball club. And↑ there are (1.7) eleven ↑ first↑ (.) students (Japanese) 

(1.3) I: have friend there every everyone. ↑ (2.7) Uhm: (3.3) eh: (.) my↑ next room↑ (3.6) my 
next room’s person is (.) same hometown eh: (1.9) so I have friends to him. (9.8) eh: Same↑: 
(5.9) hmm, (10.5) uhm:. . . 

(6.0) 
Interviewer: Ok, tell me about your family. 
S: Family? My family? Eh: (6.3) I have (.) father and mother (2.0) and old sister. (2.7) Eh: (2.6) 

my father is teacher (2.0) at he: has he (1.1) he↑ (2.0) his ↑  (Japanese) (.) his (6.1) he is eh: 
(15.8) Um: (13.7) he: (3.4)  specialized↑ in art: and design↑. My mother↑ (3.7) my mother 
used to (2.3) my mother (.) is (Japanese). Eh: at she ↑  worked in (8.6)  she worked in (19.3) 
she worked in JR company. 

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
(9.4) 

S: Purpose?  
Interviewer: Your major, your (Japanese) your speciality? (.) Electricity? Chemistry. 
S:  I specialize electricity. 
Interviewer: Ok, why? 
S: I like I like PC (   ) game and ↑ I I’m (.)  interesting to electricity. And I ↑  (4.1) I: I try to 

make the electricity (mobile) mobile. (.) Electricity car.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue:   01:17.7   (77.7  seconds) 
Dialogue:  05:12.3  (312.3 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  06:30.0   (390.0  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  0.5 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  36.9 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  34.4 
Fluency Differential: 2.9 
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Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  12 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  15.4  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  04:09.8   (249.8 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  (25.2 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 03:44.6 (224.6 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 64.0% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  8.0 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 2 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  4 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 2 
Interviewee:  retracing:  7 
Interviewee:  repetition: 14 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 6.6 (240 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 191 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 16 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 9 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 

1.My name is S.O. I have eh: (1.9) = 10  (Counting full name) 
2. one sister, old sister, I belong to // Kyushu Kogiodaikau, eh: (.) (electricity), because↓ // I I 

would like to (2.9) = 25 
3. I would like to learn about (9.0) = 7 
4. PC  Monitor. I like playing the game, // and play PC so, I (11.4) = 16 
5. I I(.) come to there, I: . . . = 6 
6.  Number of friends? = 5 
7.  I: ↑ take part in volleyball club. And↑ there // are (1.7) = 11 
8.  eleven ↑ first↑ (.) students (Japanese) (1.3) = 6 
9. I: have friend there every everyone. ↑ (2.7) = 8 
10. Uhm: (3.3) = 1 
11. eh: (.) my↑ next room↑ (3.6) = 4 
12. my next room’s person is (.) same hometown // eh: (1.9) = 11 
13. so I have friends to him. (9.8) = 6 
14. eh: Same↑: (5.9) = 2 
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15. hmm, (10.5) = 1 
16. uhm:. . .= 1 
17.  Family? My family? Eh: (6.3)  = 6 
18. I have (.) father and mother (2.0) = 7 
19. and old sister. (2.7) = 4 
20. Eh: (2.6) = 1 
21. my father is teacher (2.0) = 6 
22. at he: has he (1.1) = 4  
23. he↑ (2.0) = 1 
24. his ↑  (Japanese) (.) his (6.1) = 2 
25. he is eh: (15.8) = 3 
26. Um: (13.7) = 1 
27. he: (3.4)  = 1 
28. specialized↑ in art: and design↑. My mother↑ (3.7) = 10 
29. my mother used to (2.3) = 4 
30. my mother (.) is (Japanese). Eh: at she ↑  worked in (8.6)  = 8 
31. she worked in (19.3) = 3 
32. she worked in JR company. = 8 
33. Purpose? = 2 
34:  I specialize electricity. = 8 
35. I like I like PC (   ) game and ↑ I I’m (.) // interesting to electricity. // And I ↑  (4.1) = 22 
36. I: I try to make the electricity // (mobile) mobile. (.) Electricity car. = 19 

Name: S.F.  
TOEIC score: 320 

Monologue 
My name is S.F. (4.0) Eh: ↑ (3.3) I (1.7) eto (2.2) eto I am 18 years old. I like↑  baseball, ↑  

soccer, manga, I↑  come from Yamaguchi, ↑ Shimonoseki. (3.5) Yes↑. 

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends at Kyushu Institute of Technology? 
S:  Yes, yes, my friends eh↑, many many friends. School life. Enjoy (Japanese). 
Interviewer: Tell me about your family? 
S: I have father↑, father sister, eh, my my sister is eh, (2.2) high school student, (4.1) (ok)   
Interviewer: high school student. 
S: Yes. (laugher) 
Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
S: Eh: I  I want to (1.9) I want to uh (    ) but (.) I (    ) (miss) material.  

Fluency Analysis 
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Monologue  00:32.7　( 32.7 seconds) 
Dialogue:  00:54.0(54.0  seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  01:26.7  (86.7  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  0.8 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  64.3 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  53.9 
Fluency Differential: 10.4 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  1 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  0  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  00:29.9  (22.9 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 14.7 seconds 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 8.2 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 26.4% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  2.8 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 3 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0 
Interviewee:  use of L1: 1 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  1 
Interviewee:  repetition: 6 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 7.1  (93 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 74 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 15 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 3 
============================ 

Male Mean Length Runs 

1. My name is S.F. (4.0) = 9 (Counting full name) 
2. Eh: ↑ (3.3) = 1 
3. I (1.7) = 1 
4. eto (2.2) = 1 
5. eto I am 18 years old. I like↑  // baseball, ↑  soccer, manga, I↑  come from Ya//maguchi, ↑ 

Shimonoseki. (3.5) = 28 
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6. Yes↑.= 1 
7. Yes, yes, my friends eh↑, many many // friends. School life. Enjoy (Japanese). = 15 
8. I have father↑, father sister, eh, my // my sister is eh, (2.2) = 14 
9. high school student, (4.1) = 4 
10. (ok)  = 2 
11. Yes. (laugher) = 1 
12.  Eh: I  I want to (1.9) = 5 
13. I want to uh (    ) but (.) I (    ) miss materi//al. = 11 

Name: O.K. 
TOEIC score: 470 

Monologue 
My name is K.O.; I’m from Fukuoka city. (4.7) I lived↑ in this Tobata eh: (5.9) eh: (3.2)for one 

month. (2.1) My: ↑ my hobby↑ is collecting mechanical pencil. (3.5) I say to be strange↑, 
strange↓  about my hobby. (5.9) I: (4.6) I joined to tennis club in (3.6) junior high school (3.5) 
in high school↑ I: I joined to (2.2) (track) (.) track and field club. Eh↓ (9.8) I like to play 
tennis and running and (1.8) jump jump (2.0) jump↓ (9.9) sorry↓ (5.0) I have one sister old↑ 
sister aged twenty-one↑, eh she is working at↑ (8.3) working and she’s↑ programming. (7.7) 
Eh: ↓  On Golden Week, three three three↓ (   )  I I met, I am going to her and my mother. 
(6.7) I I will lear- learn about programming a little.   

  
Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you met any new friends here at Kyushukodai? 
O: Yes, yes. I have about five friends in this university. First, first, uh, friends friend eh I met him 

in: (2.9) chemistry class. (3.5) Next to me. (13.0) He↑ is from Fukuoka city, same, so I:↑ (2.3) 
I’m fun to talking talking with him. 

Interviewer: Tell me about your family. 
O: Family↓ (10.9) family ↓ (2.3) My↑, my↑, father is in Shiga prefecture (Japanese)  (4.1) I I 

stayed in I stayed there (2.9) until I (4.4) I entered (2.6) in high school for: seven years. (4.3) 
There are, there is (1.8) river (court), (6.8) my father is alone.  

(14.2) 
Interviewer: Ok, what is your major and why did you choose it.  
O: My major is architecture. I my dream is: becom—my dream is to become (3.2) an achitect, 

arch-↓  architect↓, architecture.  Eh: (2.6) I’m go- I want to (.) I want to plan (1.6) form form 
(home plan) and I made (.) good home to my family. So, I: ↑ I major architecture.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  02:49.8  (169.8 seconds) 
Dialogue:  02:50.7 (170.7 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  06:40.5 (340.5  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: =  0.8 
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Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  55.1 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  50.2 
Fluency Differential: 4.9 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  3 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 14.2  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: 02:39.6　(159.6 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  01:30.4  (90.4 seconds)　 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue:  01:09.2 (69.2 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 46.8% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  4.6 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 4 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 2 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  1 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0  
Interviewee:  retracing:  5 
Interviewee:  repetition: 20 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 8.2 (313 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 243 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 28 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 11 
============================ 

Mean Length Runs 

1. My name is K.O.; I’m // from Fukuoka city. (4.7) = 17  (Counting full name) 
2. I lived↑ in this Tobata eh: (5.9) = 8 
3. eh: (3.2) =  
4. for one month. (2.1) = 3 
5. My: ↑ my hobby↑ is collecting mech//anical pencil. (3.5) = 14 
6. I say to be strange↑, strange↓  about my hob//by. (5.9) = 11 
7. I: (4.6) = 1 
8. I joined to tennis club in (3.6) = 8 
9. junior high school (3.5) = 4 
10. in high school↑ I: I joined to (2.2) = 7 
11. (track) (.) track and field club. Eh↓ (9.8) = 6 
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12. I like to play tennis and running and (1.8) = 10 
13. jump jump (2.0) = 2 
14. jump↓ (9.9) = 1 
15. sorry↓ (5.0) = 2 
16. I have one sister old↑ sister aged // twenty-one↑, eh she is working at↑ (8.3) = 19 
17. working and she’s↑ programming. (7.7) = 8 
18. Eh: ↓  On Golden Week, three three three↓ (   )  I I // met, I am going to her and my mother. // 

(6.7) = 20 
19. I I will lear- learn about programming // a little.  = 13 
20. Yes, yes. I have about five friends in // this university. First, first, uh, friend//s friend eh I met 

him in: (2.9) = 17 
21. chemistry class. (3.5) = 4 
22. Next to me. (13.0) = 3 
23. He↑ is from Fukuoka city, same, // so I:↑ (2.3) = 12 
24. I’m fun to talking talking with him. = 9 
25. Family↓ (10.9) = 2 
26. family ↓ (2.3) = 2 
27. My↑, my↑, father is in Shiga prefec//ture (Japanese)  (4.1) = 11 
28. I I stayed in I stayed there (2.9) = 7 
29. until I (4.4) = 3 
30. I entered (2.6) = 3 
31. in high school for: seven years. (4.3) = 8 
32. There are, there is (1.8) = 4 
33. river (court), (6.8) = 3 
34. my father is alone. = 6 
35. My major is architecture. I my // dream is: becom—my dream is to become // (3.2) = 20 
36. an achitect, arch-↓  architect↓, archi//tecture.  Eh: (2.6) = 13 
37. I’m go- I want to (.) I want to plan (1.6) = 9 
38. form form (home plan) and I made (.) good home to // my family. So, I: ↑ I major archi//

tecture. = 22 

Name: A.Y. 
TOEIC score: 395 

Monologue 
My name I am Y.A. ↑. [[  ]] Uh: I’m from Mie, oh Mie is very place. Oh Mie is not city. Oh And: 

many trees and (1.7) hills are many, many (.) oh: (1.9) I (1.6) I go to Kyushu Kogodaigaku uh 
because I (2.0) I  want to (1.5) be city boy, oh: but↑ I I’m not city boy yet. Oh, I have a 
brother and big brother and big sister. Oh big brother uh want to pro wrestler player, oh 
(laughter) but↑ now, my brother, uh not pro-wres-. Uh: ↑I have a pet (.) a goldfish↑, but↑ 
goldfish died 30 months ago. Oh I am very sad↑. But↑ I have a (laughter) family. Uh my↑ 
hobby is listen to K-pop, K-pop is very very nice, uh dancing, and (.) singing, oh, very 
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beautiful, oh: and my favorite movie is Star Wars. I want to (2.3) I like space, oh the universe, 
(3.4) the universe is very very interesting, the universe not knowing very much. ↓ I want to 
(3.9) know the universe. (.) Uh I will (2.3) be↑ (4.1) uh: my dream (3.0) uh: to know the (all) 
the universe. (1.4) thank you.   

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made many new friends at this university? 
A: Oh, (2.65) many↑, many uh about (2.3) 30 people uh, uh (1.1) at (2.3) 9↑ people are my: ↑ 

best friend-uh they are interested in the universe and: (4.6) ten people are like baseball, me 
too. Uhm. . . 

(4.9) 
Interviewer: Tell me about your family. 
A: Oh, my father↑ is: (3.3) teacher↑ at society. 
Interviewer: What society? 
A: Social society(£)
Interviewer: What social society? 
A: Uh: (laughter) (5.5) (Japanese) my mother is (5.5) hmm: (4.5) small art kindergarden’s 

teacher oh (6.3) Uh: hmm, my sister is a student at (1.8) university. And: (1.5) my brother↑ 
working at fitness club. Uh, my (.) uncle↑ is working at Honda, Honda and now, (2.2) work at 
the (Japanese) and↑, my uncle↑ teach me at (2.5) technology and (2.8) technique. My 
grand↑(2.6)father uh; grandfather’s father (3.0) eto Tokyo Daigaku. (.) And↑(4.9) pilot at (.) 
(Japanese). My grandfather’s father has many, (Japanese) uh (5.2) at president.  

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
(3.0) 

A: My dream, is no my dream is to know all of the universe, Uh: (3.9) Kyushukogio uh (3.0) is 
Kyushukogio can te- can teach↑ about the universe, and (2.0.) I want to (.) make uh (2.1) 
(global) Kyoshukogio (3.6) has (global) project I was interested in that circle.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue: 02:52.2   (172.2  seconds) 
Dialogue:  04:35.7 (275.7 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  07:27.9 (447.9 seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.9 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  62.0 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B: 58.1  
Fluency Differential: 3.9 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  8 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 7.9  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: 01:45.8  (105.8  seconds) 
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Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  00:29.1  (29.1 seconds)　 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue:  01:16.7 ( 76.7  seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 23.6% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  3.0 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 0 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 3 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  4 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 1 
Interviewee:  retracing:  6 
Interviewee:  repetition: 8 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs:  11.0  (463 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 346 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 29 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 21 
============================ 

Mean Length Runs 

1. My name I am Y.A.↑. [[  ]] Uh: // I’m from Mie, oh Mie is very // place. Oh Mie is not city. Oh 
And: ma//ny trees and (1.7) = 33 

2. hills are many, many (.) oh: (1.9) = 5 
3. I (1.6) = 1 
4. I go to Kyushu Kogodaigaku // uh because I (2.0) = 14 
5. I  want to (1.5) = 3 
6. be city boy, oh: but↑ I I’m not ci//ty boy yet. Oh, I have a brother and // big brother and big 

sister. Oh big // brother uh want to pro wrestler play//er, oh (laughter) but↑ now, my brother, 
uh not pro-//wres-. Uh: ↑I have a pet (.) a goldfish↑, but↑ // goldfish died 30 months ago. Oh 
I //am very sad↑. But↑ I have a (laughter) family. // Uh my↑ hobby is listen to K-pop, // K-pop 
is very very nice, uh dan//cing, and (.) singing, oh, very beautiful, // oh: and my favorite 
movie is Star // Wars. I want to (2.3) = 124 

7. I like space, oh the universe, (3.4) = 8 
8. the universe is very very inter//esting, the universe not knowing ve//ry much. ↓ I want to (3.9) 

= 25 
9. know the universe. (.) Uh I will (2.3) = 8 
10. be↑ (4.1) = 1 
11. uh: my dream (3.0) = 3 
12. uh: to know the (all) the universe. (1.4) = 9 
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13. thank you.  = 2 
14. Oh, (2.65) = 1   
15. many↑, many uh about (2.3) = 5 
16. 30 people uh, uh (1.1) = 6 
17. at (2.3) = 1 
18. 9↑ people are my: ↑ best friend-uh they are // interested in the universe and: // (4.6) = 20  
19. ten people are like baseball, me too. Uhm. . .= 10 
20. Oh, my father↑ is: (3.3) = 5 
21. teacher↑ at society. = 6 
22. Social society(£)= 6
23. Uh: (laughter) (5.5) = 1 
24. (Japanese) my mother is (5.5) = 4 
25. hmm: (4.5) = 1 
26. small art kindergarden’s teacher oh (6.3) = 10 
27. Uh: hmm, my sister is a student at (1.8) = 10 
28. university. And: (1.5) = 6 
29. my brother↑ working at fitness club. Uh, // my (.) uncle↑ is working at Honda, Ho//nda and 

now, (2.2) = 23 
30. work at the (Japanese) and↑, my uncle↑ teach me at (2.5) = 10 
31. technology and (2.8) = 5 
32. technique. My grand↑(2.6) = 4 
33. father uh; grandfather’s father (3.0) = 8 
34. eto Tokyo Daigaku. (.) And↑(4.9) = 8 
35. pilot at (.) (Japanese). My grandfather’s father has //many, (Japanese) uh  
      (5.2) = 13 
36. at president. = 4 
37. My dream, is no my dream is to know all // of the universe, Uh: (3.9) = 16 
38. Kyushukogio uh (3.0) = 5 
39. is Kyushukogio can te- can teach↑ // about the universe, and (2.0.) = 16 
40. I want to (.) make uh (2.1) = 5 
41. (global) Kyoshukogio (3.6) = 6 
42. has (global) project I was interest//ed in that circle. = 15 

Name: A.S. 
TOEIC score: 770 

Monologue 
My name is A.S.. [[  ]] I’m from Fukuoka↑. I I live in Fukuoka city, so: I I commute (1.9) this 

school for uh take (.) uh it take↑ a long time for me to commute this school about (2.3)  90 
minutes. (.) Uh minutes, so I: I always tired when I come home so I (1.9) I can’t help my 
mother↑. (Laughter) (3.2) Let me tell you about my English↑ teacher when I was a high 
school↑ student. I: I went six years high school school so I I was teached uh taught↑ by same 
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teacher for six years. [[   ]] he his name was Yamamoto, Mr. Yamamoto. (7.8) [[  ]] His name 
is Mr. Yamamoto, he is he is so interesting person. (2.7) He is so interesting↑ person↑, and uh: 
he (2.7) he (1.6) his class↑ is very unique. (1.5) And uh, he↑ is, of course, Japanese, he can 
speak (.) very fluent English, so so: (laughter) he is so (strict) about English education. (1.8) 
This topic is not interesting. (laughter) (5.5) (Japanese) (6.9) Let me tell you about my family. 
My family member is four: my mother, father, and brother and I.  My brother is also a 
university student. (.) He lives↑ in Tokyo, and he is two years older than me. And uh my 
father↑ is uh teacher↑ college teacher he he↑ is major, uh↑ his major is (.) computer science, 
so: (2.9) uhm so I (3.4) I I I interested in mechanic↑ so I choose to enter this university. (1.8) 
(Laughter) My uhm. . .  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made many many new friends at this university? 
A: Yes. Yes, I (2.1) in: (1.7) in my major girls are girls are just twelve people, (laughter) so: so 

we can we can be friends so fast↑. I I enjoy this school with my friends, and: I can’t↑  (.) I 
can’t remember boy’s name because↑ so many↑. (Laughter) (Japanese)↓ I belong to space 
club↑ in this school↑ so I I want↑ (.) [[   ]] I (2.8) I want to study↑ about space↑ (laughter) 
when I was when I became grade two. (10.9) (laughter) (Japanese)↓ 

(11.8) 
Interviewer: [[  ]] Tell me about your family. 
A: Family? ↓ I told you. (Laughter) 
Interviewer: I’m sorry. Ah, distractions, distractions.  
A: (laughter). 
Interviewer: What is your major and why? 
A: Oh: (Japanese) machine, machine. 
Interviewer: Why↑? 
A: Why (.) I told you that my father (.) is a computer science teacher, so (2.1) the (2.2) (laughter) 

and (laughter) and: (2.7) and I want to study about space, so (4.7) (laughter) space (4.3) space 
(3.2) (laughter) so↓ (6.1) I want to study space rather than machine tech- techique so so I have 
to study hard (laughter) say again? 

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  03:16.9  (196.9 seconds) 
Dialogue:  02:24.1 (144.1 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  05:41.0 (341.0 seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 1.2 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  81.9 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  73.9 
Fluency Differential: 8.0 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  9 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 11.8   sec. 
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Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: 01:39.7 (90.7  seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  00:47.9 (47.9 seconds)　 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue:  00:42.8  (42.8 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 26.5% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses: 3.4 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 1 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 1 
Interviewee:  use of L1: 4 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 1 
Interviewee:  retracing: 6 
Interviewee:  repetition: 35 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 14.5  (466 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 356 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 46 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 8 
============================ 

Mean Length Runs 

1. My name is A.S. [[  ]] I’m from Fu//kuoka↑. I I live in Fukuo//ka city, so: I I commute 
(1.9) = 28 (Counting full name) 

2. this school for uh take (.) uh it take↑ a long // time for me to commute this school about 
(2.3)  = 19 

3. 90 minutes. (.) Uh minutes, so I: I // always tired when I come home so I //(1.9) = 20 
4. I can’t help my mother↑. (Laughter) (3.2) = 6 
5. Let me tell you about my English↑ tea//cher when I was a high school↑ student. I: // I 

went six years high school school so I I // was teached uh taught↑ by same teacher for 
six // years. [[   ]] he his name was Yamamoto, Mr. // Yamamoto. (7.8) [[  ]] = 54 

6. His name is Mr. Yamamoto, he // is he is so interesting person. // (2.7) = 20 
7. He is so interesting↑ person↑, and // uh: he (2.7) = 12 
8. he (1.6) = 1 
9. his class↑ is very unique. (1.5) = 7 
10. And uh, he↑ is, of course, Japanese, he // can speak (.) very fluent English, so so: // 

(laughter) he is so (strict) about English edu//cation. (1.8) = 32 
11. This topic is not interesting. (laughter) (5.5) = 9 
12. (Japanese) (6.9) = 0 
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13. Let me tell you about my family. // My family member is four: my mother, // father, and 
brother and I.  My brother // is also a university student. (.) He // lives↑ in Tokyo, and 
he is two years // older than me. And uh my father↑ is // uh teacher↑ college teacher he 
he↑ is // major, uh↑ his major is (.) computer // science, so: (2.9) = 83 

14. uhm so I (3.4) = 3 
15. I I I interested in mecha//nic↑ so I choose to enter this univer//sity. (1.8) = 22  
16. (Laughter) My uhm. . . = 2 
17. Yes. Yes, I (2.1) = 3 
18. in: (1.7) = 1 
19. in my major girls are girls are just twelve // people, (laughter) so: so we can we can be 

friend//s so fast↑. I I enjoy this school with my //friends, and: I can’t↑  (.) I can’t 
remember // boy’s name because↑ so many↑. (Laughter) (Japanese)↓ I belong to // 
space club↑ in this school↑ so I I want↑ (.) [[   ]] I // (2.8) = 60 

20. I want to study↑ about space↑ (laughter) when I was // when I became grade two. (10.9) = 
16 

21. (laughter) (Japanese)↓ = 0  
22. Family? ↓ I told you. (Laughter) = 5 
23. (laughter). = 0  
24. Oh: (Japanese) machine, machine. = 5 
25. Why (.) I told you that my father (.) is a // computer science teacher, so (2.1) = 18 
26. the (2.2) = 1 
27. (laughter) and (laughter) and: (2.7) = 2 
28. and I want to study about space, so (4.7) = 10 
29. (laughter) space (4.3) = 1 
30. space (3.2) = 0  
31. (laughter) so↓ (6.1) = 1 
32. I want to study space rather than ma//chine tech- techique so so I have to stu//dy hard 

(laughter) say again? = 25 

Name: K.M. 
TOEIC score: 385 

Monologue 

I am M.K. [[  ]] (eto)↓ (30.4) My↓ I have↑ eh: I have friends (9.8) I (7.6) I have uh↓: (40.2) I 
have many friends and (8.3) eh I could make friends eh in Kyu- Kyushu (3.2) Kyushu Ko↑, 
(3.9) Kyuhsu Kogoi college. ↓ (11.1) Now↑, (2.3) there is↑ (3.4) five↑ friends in eh Kyushu 
Kyogoi college.  There they they are so fine, and (.) eh, so kindness. (.) So, ↑ I (.) I: ↑ (.) eh: 
they make makes↑ me so happy. (5.6) Eh My my family is four uh (.) my father is (4.9) is 
working in painting (4.6) oh (2.0) my mother mother is uh helping my father’s↑ works and↑ 
uh (1.5) do housework↑ eh: My sister↑ is my older sister is Fukuokua college student and 
they↑ uh she study to be [[   ]] she (2.9) shes study so hard to be an elementary school teacher. 
(22.3) She is clever. ↑ (3.4) so I (.) I wan- (1.7) I want to be like her. (9.3) Uh (.) (Japanese). 
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Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any friends at Kyushu Institute of Technology? 

(19.4) 
K: (Japanese) [[   ]]] Mr. Kawakami is uh (2.4)so↑ fun (2.2) and so clever↑ (5.3) His↑ (6.9) I am 

happy eh, (11.5) eh it is happy for me to talk with him.  
(23.5) 

Interviewer: Ok, tell me about your family. Family. 
K: Family. ↓  (12.1) My father likes to read books and uh (9.1) and newspaper. (4.6) He is (9.3) 

his English (11.5) his English is flexible so (2.6) I I learn↑ (1.7) his (3.1) his↓ (4.8) speaking 
English.  

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? What is your major and why did 
you choose it? Your senmon, your area? Are you electrical engineer or , mechanical 
(Japanese) (Japanese). 

(8.1) 
K: Ah I My major (.) is electr- (electrofix) (4.4) eh because uh↑ (2.9)I ↑  because ah (2.1) I like to 

do [[   ]]  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue 05:25.01   (325.1 seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:02.7 (182.7  seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  08:27.8 (507.8 seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.2 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  21.8 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  17.2 
Fluency Differential: 4.6 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  9 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 51.0  sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: -04:32.9 (272.9  seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 02:58.4  (178.4  seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue:  01:34.5  (94.5  seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 53.7% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  7.5 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 1 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 3 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  3 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
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Interviewee:  retracing:  8 
Interviewee:  repetition: 18 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs:  8.8 (185 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 206 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 39 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 7 
============================ 

Mean Length Runs 

1. I am M.K.. [[  ]] (eto)↓ (30.4) = 9 (Counting full name) 
2. My↓ I have↑ eh: I have friends (9.8) = 8 
3. I (7.6) = 1 
4. I have uh↓: (40.2) = 3 
5. I have many friends and (8.3) = 8 
6. eh I could make friends eh in Kyu- Kyu//shu (3.2) = 11 
7. Kyushu Ko↑, (3.9) = 3 
8. Kyuhsu Kogoi college. ↓ (11.1) = 8 
9. Now↑, (2.3) = 1 
10. there is↑ (3.4) = 2 
11. five↑ friends in eh Kyushu Kyogoi college.  // There they they are so fine, and (.) eh, so // 

kindness. (.) So, ↑ I (.) I: ↑ (.) eh: they make makes↑ // me so happy. (5.6) = 34 
12. Eh My my family is four uh (.) my fa//ther is (4.9) = 12 
13. is working in painting (4.6) = 6 
14. oh (2.0) = 1 
15. my mother mother is uh helping my // father’s↑ works and↑ uh (1.5) = 16 
16. do housework↑ eh: My sister↑ is my old//er sister is Fukuokua college // student and 

they↑ uh she study to be [[   ]] // she (2.9) = 31 
17. shes study so hard to be an ele//mentary school teacher. (22.3) = 16 
18. She is clever. ↑ (3.4) = 4 
19. so I (.) I wan- (1.7) = 4 
20. I want to be like her. (9.3) = 6 
21. Uh (.) (Japanese) = 1 

Name: R.N. 
TOEIC score: 475 

Monologue 
My name is N.R. [[  ]] I am from Yamaguchi and I am 18 years old. I live↑ in Tobata now. Yeah↓ 

(Laughter) hmm I talk about I will talk about my favorite movie. Ok. I like SF↑  mechanical 
action and (gun) ↑  action. Especially, I like SF best. Uh And my favorite movie is 
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“Intersellar.” This movie is a story that uh: astronauts go↑ to another galaxy to search the 
secret of gravity. And look for a planet which mankind: ↑ can immigrate to. There are many 
SF (terms)↑ in the movie so I was very excited↑. (4.0) uh: I couldn’t explain the fun of all of 
the movie because of my English skills. So hmm please watch it for now↑  (laugher). Ok. Uh: 
(.) next ↑ (Japanese). Ok uh I am second, about my family. My family has four people and one 
dogs, dog↑. Eh, my: me↑, My: my father, my mother, my little sister, and (    ) dog (Cocowaa). 
My father is an employee of Tokoyama corporation, which is in my hometown Tokoyama, 
Yamaguchi. And: my mother is a house-husband. House-husband?↑ Husband? Wife.↑  Wife↑ 
(laughter) uh, my little sister↑  is a student↑ of Tokoyama high school. Uh I graduated from 
this (much) and m- Cocowaa is: our my family’s (angel) she is very very very very very cute. 
After she came our home, my father become became↑  soft ↑ as if (2.2) his first grandchild 
were born↑  uh and I think he was very strict in my childhood, thanks to Cocowa, my family 
became closer. 

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any friends at this university? 
N: Yes: I: have (2.7) hmm four people (6.1) (laughter). Uh my friends, um: (2.2) one one↑ of my 

friends is Nakamura Mirai-kun, hmm he is very kind for me (Japanese) hmm not only me,  
ever- for everyone. He go uh here, uh he came here by train for three hours↑ (2.4) I when I 
hear it for the first time, I was very surprised. (Japanese) Ah, yes. Uhm: friends (Japanese). 

Interviewer: Tell me more about your family. 
N: Family? 
Interviewer: Tell me more↑. 
N: More↑. More↓ My father↑ is teacher of karate karate (Japanese) I learn karate by junior high 

school student, grade, grade seven but I am not good at fighting, and (Japanese) and exercise↑ 
(laughter), so I: stopped karate. And: my mother: ↑ is a teacher of kyudo, yes, (3.7) and 
(Japanese) in my high school there are kyudo club, but↑ uh I’m joining, I uh I was I joined I 
was joining handball club, uh yes, (Japanese) I stopped handball club yeah because I was not 
good at exercise.  

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
N: Uh: I like (mega) action (2.5) story (Japanese) animation or movie movie, especially, I like 

gandam, do you know, gandam is a robot fighting with enemy robots (   ) . And: In my 
childhood, I watched gandam (   ), so so I love mega and robots, yeah and so I decided to 
major this section. Yes.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue: 03:10.2    (190.2 seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:11.3 (191.3 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  06:21.5 (381.5 seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 1.4 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  96.8 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  89.6 
Fluency Differential: 7.4 
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Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  1 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 0 sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: 00:19.6  　(19.6 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  00:06.2 (6.2 seconds)　 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue:  00:25.8  (25.8  seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 5.1% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  2.4 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 2 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 2 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  9 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  8 
Interviewee:  repetition: 14 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 47.3 (616 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 451 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 36 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 7 
============================ 

Mean Length Runs 

1. My name is N.R.. [[  ]] I // am from Yamaguchi and I am 1/8 years old. I live↑ in Tobata 
now. //Yeah↓ (Laughter) hmm I talk about I will talk a//bout my favorite movie. Ok. I like // 
SF↑  mechanical action and (gun) ↑ // action. Especially, I like SF best. // Uh And my favorite 
movie is “Intersel//lar.” This movie is a story that uh: as//tronauts go↑ to another galaxy to 
search // the secret of gravity. And look for // a planet which mankind: ↑ can immigrate //to. 
There are many SF (terms)↑ in the // movie so I was very excited↑. (4.0) = 139 (Counting full 
name) 

2. uh: I couldn’t explain the fun of all of // the movie because of my English skill//s. So hmm 
please watch it for now↑  (laugher). Ok. Uh: (.) next ↑ //(Japanese). Ok uh I am second, about 
my //family. My family has four people and // one dogs, dog↑. Eh, my: me↑, My: my fa//ther, 
my mother, my little sister, and // (    ) dog (Cocowaa). My father is an em//ployee of 
Tokoyama corporation, // which is in my hometown Tokoyama, // Yamaguchi. And: my 
mother is a house-// husband. House-husband?↑ Husband? Wife.↑  Wife↑ (laughter) uh, // my 
little sister↑  is a student↑ of Toko//yama high school. Uh I graduated //from this (much) and 
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m- Cocowaa is: our //my family’s (angel) she is very very //very very very cute. After she // 
came our home, my father become became↑  soft ↑ // as if (2.2) = 182 

3. his first grandchild were born↑  uh and I think // he was very strict in my childhood, thanks // 
to Cocowa, my family became clo//ser. = 31 

4. Yes: I: have (2.7) = 3 
5. hmm four people (6.1) = 4 
6.(laughter). Uh my friends, um: (2.2) = 5 
7. one one↑ of my friends is Nakamura // Mirai-kun, hmm he is very kind for // me (Japanese) 

hmm not only me,  ever- for every//one. He go uh here, uh he came here by //train for three 
hours↑ (2.4) = 45 

8. I when I hear it for the first time, I // was very surprised. (Japanese) Ah, yes. Uhm: friends // 
(Japanese). = 20 

9. Family? = 3 
10. More↑. More↓ My father↑ is teacher of // karate karate (Japanese) I learn kara//te by junior 

high school student, grade, grade se//ven but I am not good at fighting, and // (Japanese) and 
exercise↑ (laughter), so I: stopped karate. // And: my mother: ↑ is a teacher of kyu//do, yes, 
(3.7) = 62 

11. and (Japanese) in my high school there are kyudo club, // but↑ uh I’m joining, I uh I was I // 
joined I was joining handball club, uh yes, //(Japanese) I stopped handball club yeah because I 
was //not good at exercise.  = 47 

12. Uh: I like (mega) action (2.5) = 7 
13. story (Japanese) animation or movie mo//vie, especially, I like gandam, //do you know, 

gandam is a robot fighting // with enemy robots (   ) . And: In my child//hood, I watched 
gandam (   ), so so I love me//ga and robots, yeah and so I decid//ed to major this section. Yes. 
= 68 

Name: S.M. 
TOEIC score: 470 

Monologue 
My name is S.M.  [[   ]] ok: ↓ I I made a lot of friends in this college. (1.7) Girls↑ (ins:): very few 

so↑ I: can, (2.6) I can: more (1.7) friendly (2.4) Eh:↑ (1.7) my family↑ is father, mother, and 
younger brother and my: dog↑ eto↑ (3.8) my brother↑ is (1.4) high, junior high school student 
he plays baseball↑ (2.1) and he↑: is catcher↑. (5.9) My dog↑ is five years old when I was 
junior high school student (2.0) he came (.) my home. Eh: (7.1) eto (.) I↑ I am I major↑ (.) in 
architect I came to this college because↑ (4.0) I I: have been wanted to (.) be an architect 
architecture, ↓ when I was child, I have been, since I have been like seeing house and 
buildings since I was child. (8.5) I want to design a house and buildings (5.2) so I: should↑ 
(3.1) I should see a lot of (1.8) house houses and buildings in (2.4) in: (4.0) in many places.  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made many new friends at this university? 
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S: yes (laughter) (2.1) eto: (9.8) This university (5.1) eto: there: are a lot of friends who comes 
(3.4) who comes from eh: (1.9) Mie↑, Hokkaido↑, Nagoya↑, ando Nagasaki↑ (3.7) ando: 
Hiroshima eh and I I came from Hyogo. (3.9) Hyogo (Ehime) Ehime is famous for Ehime 
(Japanese) eto many foreign (2.8) foreign peoples come to Ehime (Japanese) I: study (7.6) 
when I go home from high school, I: (3.2) I saw a lot of people from around world everyday. 

Interviewer: Ok, tell me about your family. 
S: Family↓ (9.1) father is (3.2) 45↑ years old and: (8.3) and (laughter) and he: (14.0) uhm mother 

is (5.1) mother mother cook uhm: (3.3) mother’s hobby is cooking. ↑ Eh:  
(6.1) 

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
S: Architect.  
Interviewer: So, why did you choose architecture? 
S: I choose architecture because (5.2) I like seeing buildings and houses, so I want to (2.9) design 

a house in the future.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue  02:56.4  (176.4  seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:21.3 (201.3 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  06:17.7 (377.7 seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.8 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  53.5 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  49.7 
Fluency Differential: 3.8 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  4 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  6.1 sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: 02:36.9 (156.0 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 01:01.4  (61.4 seconds)　 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue:  01:34.6 (94.6 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 41.3% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses: 4.3  

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 1 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 0 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  2 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  7 
Interviewee:  repetition: 17 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs:  8.2  (337 syllables)  
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Interviewee: number of words: 275 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 24 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors:  9 
============================ 

Mean Length Runs 

1. My name is S.M.  [[   ]] ok: ↓ // I I made a lot of friends in this col//lege. (1.7) = 11  (Counting 
full name) 

2. Girls↑ (ins:): very few so↑ I: can, (2.6) = 8 
3. I can: more (1.7) = 3 
4. friendly (2.4) = 2 
5. Eh:↑ (1.7) = 1 
6. my family↑ is father, mother, and youn//ger brother and my: dog↑ eto↑ (3.8) = 18 
7. my brother↑ is (1.4) = 4 
8. high, junior high school student he plays // baseball↑ (2.1) = 12 
9. and he↑: is catcher↑. (5.9) = 5 
10. My dog↑ is five years old when I was ju//nior high school student (2.0) = 15 
11. he came (.) my home. Eh: (7.1) = 5 
12. eto (.) I↑ I am I major↑ (.) in arch//itect I came to this college because↑ (4.0) = 19 
13. I I: have been wanted to (.) be an arch//itect architecture, ↓ when I was chi//ld, I have been, 

since I have been like see//ing house and buildings since I was child. // (8.5) = 30 
14. I want to design a house and building//s (5.2) = 11 
15. so I: should↑ (3.1) = 3 
16. I should see a lot of (1.8) = 6 
17. house houses and buildings in (2.4) = 7 
18. in: (4.0) = 1 
19. in many places. = 5 
20. yes (laughter) (2.1) = 1 
21. eto: (9.8) = 2 
22. This university (5.1) = 6 
23. eto: there: are a lot of friends who come//s (3.4) = 11 
24. who comes from eh: (1.9) = 5 
25. Mie↑, Hokkaido↑, Nagoya↑, ando // Nagasaki↑ (3.7) = 14  
26. ando: Hiroshima eh and I I // came from Hyogo. (3.9) = 14  
27. Hyogo (Ehime) Ehime is fa//mous for Ehime (Japanese) eto many for//eign (2.8) = 21 
28. foreign peoples come to Ehime (Japanese) I: // study (7.6) = 12 
29. when I go home from high school, I: (3.2) = 8 
30. I saw a lot of people from around // world everyday. = 14 
31. Family↓ (9.1) = 2 
32. father is (3.2) = 3 
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33. 45↑ years old and: (8.3) = 5 
34. and (laughter) and he: (14.0) = 3 
35. uhm mother is (5.1) = 4 
36. mother mother cook uhm: (3.3) = 6 
37. mother’s hobby is cooking. ↑ Eh: = 8 
38. Architect. = 3 
39. I choose architecture because (5.2) = 8 
40. I like seeing buildings and houses, so // I want to (2.9) = 13 
41. design a house in the future. = 8 

Name: Y.T 
TOEIC score: 620 

Monologue 

My name is Y.T. [[  ]] Eto, I’m from Oita. Eto I live in Tobata alone. Eh (3.1) eh  (1.9)(laughter). 
(Japanese) ↓Eto. (laughter). (6.1) I↑ ( belong ) (Japanese) site. (3.0) I (1.5) in high school I 
joined brass band club. I played trumpet and trombone, eh (laughter) (4.2) I (laughter) 
practice is (.) practice was very hard. (3.2) (     ) (4.8) But↑  we: ↑ were able to participate in 
Kyushu (Japanese) so I think (1.9) it was very good (experience).  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made many new friends here at this university? 
Y: Ah: (laughter) No. 
Interviewer: No? 
Y: No. (laughter) 
Interviewer: Why:? 
Y: I I wa-- I am shy? 
Interviewer: Hmm: I have to help you on that problem. (Japanese). Tell me about your family. 
Y: My family is my mother, father ↑ and old sister and old brother and cat, a cat. My father work 

in refrigerator company. [[   ]] eto My mother and sister is nurse. Both. Eto. My↑ brother is 
(2.4) student in this college. [[  ]] He majored machine.  

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
Y: Eto I major chemistry. Why? (Laughter) I like chemistry (4.1) but I would like math and 

physic. I (    ) like chemistry.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue: 01:39.5    (99.5 seconds) 
Dialogue:  01:11.3 (71.3 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time: 02:50.8 (170.8 seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.9 
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Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  58.3 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  54.4 
Fluency Differential: 3.9 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  1 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 0 sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence:  00:29.7 (29.7 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 00:06.5 (6.5 seconds)　 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue:  00:36.2 (36.2 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 21.1% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  2.9 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 2 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 1 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  3 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  2 
Interviewee:  repetition: 1 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs:  11.0 (166 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 137 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 11 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 6 
============================ 

Mean Length Runs 
1. My name is Y.T. [[  ]]  (Counting full name) = 8 
2. Eto, I’m from Oita. Eto // I live in Tobata alone. Eh (3.1) = 19 
eh  (1.9) = 1 
3. (laughter). (Japanese) ↓Eto. (laughter). (6.1) = 2 
4. I↑ ( belong ) (Japanese) site. (3.0) = 4 
5. I (1.5) = 1 
6. in high school I joined brass band club. I play//ed trumpet and trombone, eh (laughter) (4.2) = 

17 
7. I (laughter) practice is (.) practice was very hard. (3.2) = 7 
8. (     ) (4.8) = 0 
9. But↑  we: ↑ were able to participate // in Kyushu (Japanese) so I think (1.9) = 16 
10. it was very good (experience). = 9 
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11. Y: Ah: (laughter) No. = 2 
12. Y: No. (laughter) = 1 
13. Y: I I wa-- I am shy? = 6 
14. Y: My family is my mother, father ↑ and old // sister and old brother and cat, a cat. // My 

father work in refrigerator // company. [[   ]] eto My mother and sis//ter is nurse. Both. Eto. 
My↑ brother is (2.4) = 40 

student in this college. [[  ]] He majored ma//chine.  = 11 
15. Y: Eto I major chemistry. Why? (Laughter) I // like chemistry (4.1) = 14 
but I would like math and physic. I (    ) like chemistry. = 8 

Name: U.H. 
TOEIC score: 280 

Monologue 
My name is H.U. [[   ]] Uh: (1.4) I: (1.7) when I was high school student I played tennis, and so 

there school I:↑ (1.7) passed by↑ sports recommendation exam. (.) I: (2.1.) so: (1.6) I↑: was 
very↑ (3.0) eh: (2.8) hard practice (2.5) before (2.8) uhm: (Japanese) (4.6) the↑ international 
(sniffle) (10.9) so (8.7) so (10.3) I: ↑ (4.3) hmm:…. (22.2) I changed the (topics) I (1.9) I 
have↑ one older↑ sister↑, she:↑ and study↑ abroad for uh (9.9) July↑ in (12.5) UK. (3.4) Uhm: 
(4.2) I: (.) my sister study English: ↑ uhm (2.3) so: she her dreams is uh English teacher (5.1) 
and talk taught teach high school student (6.4) hmm: so I often (14.6) was taught English by 
her.  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Ok, tell me about, have you made many new friends at this university? 
U: Uh: (6.0) yeah, uh, (.) I make friends at uhm (3.8) KIT↑  formula, so (5.1) I:↑ (6.1) I want to:↑ 

do have (.) various experience with their uhm (3.2) KIT↑ formula (7.2) will: ↑ teach me hmm 
(3.3) sociality and (.) mechanic and (3.4) uhm (4.5) management (4.2) so: I↑ (10.8) I make 
effort KIT formula so (12.7) I:↑ get↑ hmm special uhm college life.  

Interviewer: Tell me about your family. 
U: Family (7.1) for example, what uh:  
Interviewer: You know, your mother, father, sister, brother 
U: My father (4.8) is: mechanic↑ (3.9) so (4.1) I uh he↑ teach me machine about car. (7.0) Uhm: 

(3.9) and I↓ (5.7)  I was (3.5) (junior), I was (2.0) twelve (.) when when father (6.3) ride bike, 
(5.3) my father take me various uh (5.3) sp- (spot) (2.7) for example, Kumamoto, Nagasaki, 
Saga↓, Yamaguchi (.) And so (.) it is very exciting, so (3.3) I want to ride a bike (3.1) my 
mother↑ (1.8) uhm: (.) is good at cooking.↑ (2.3) and so I (3.2) I (help) her cooking (5.1) so so 
I↑ like cooking. I often cooking cook (4.0) dinner for my family.↑   

Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? 
U: Sorry, one more. 
Interviewer: What is your major, study area, and why did you choose it? 

(10.7) 
U: (sniffle) 
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Interviewer: Are you mechanic or mechanical engineer, civil engineer? 
U: Engineer, uh: (5.3) hmm robot. 
Interviewer: So you are mechanical engineer? 
U: Mechanical engineer. 
Interviewer: Why? 

(9.4) 
U: Robot mechanic is very important for (2.6) hmm (.) Japanese uhm world (1.9) wide, (5.1) I 

think (1.5) that I made I make useful machine for (5.3) hmm (18.3) for uh: (4.5) disability↓.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue 03:37.4   (217.4  seconds) 
Dialogue:  06:14.1 (374.1 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  06:51.5 (591.5  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.5 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  37.6 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  33.7 
Fluency Differential: 3.9 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses:  10 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  20.1 sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: 05:40.1 (340.1  seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  02:20.9 (140.9   seconds)　 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 03:19.2 (199.2 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 57.4% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses: 5.3 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 1 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 1 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  1 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 1 
Interviewee:  retracing:  6 
Interviewee:  repetition: 8 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 5.0 (371 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 266 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 38 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 14 
============================ 
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Mean Length Runs 

1. My name is H.U. [[   ]] Uh: (1.4) = 8 (Counting full name) 
2. I: (1.7) = 1 
3. when I was high school student I played // tennis, and so there school I:↑ (1.7) = 17 
4. passed by↑ sports recommendation exam. (.) I: (2.1.) = 10 
5. so: (1.6) = 1  
6. I↑: was very↑ (3.0) = 4 
7. eh: (2.8) = 1 
8. hard practice (2.5) = 3 
9. before (2.8) = 2 
10. uhm: (Japanese) (4.6) = 1 
11. the↑ international (sniffle) (10.9) = 6 
12. so (8.7) = 1 
13. so (10.3) = 1 
14. I: ↑ (4.3) = 1 
15. hmm:…. (22.2) = 1 
16. I changed the (topics) I (1.9) = 8 
17. I have↑ one older↑ sister↑, she:↑ and stu//dy↑ abroad for uh (9.9) = 15 
18. July↑ in (12.5) = 3 
19. UK. (3.4) = 2 
20. Uhm: (4.2) = 1 
21. I: (.) my sister study English: ↑ uhm (2.3) = 9 
22. so: she her dreams is uh English tea//cher (5.1) = 11 
23. and talk taught teach high school student (6.4) = 8 
24. hmm: so I often (14.6) = 5 
25. was taught English by her. = 6 
26. Uh: (6.0) = 1 
27. yeah, uh, (.) I make friends at uhm (3.8) = 7 
28. KIT↑  formula, so (5.1) = 7 
29. I:↑ (6.1) = 1 
30. I want to:↑ do have (.) various experience // with their uhm (3.2) = 13 
31. KIT↑ formula (7.2) = 6 
32. will: ↑ teach me hmm (3.3) = 4 
33. sociality and (.) mechanic and (3.4) = 10 
34. uhm (4.5) = 1 
35. management (4.2) = 3 
36. so: I↑ (10.8) = 2 
37. I make effort KIT formula // so (12.7) = 11 
38. I:↑ get↑ hmm special uhm college life. = 10 
39. Family (7.1) = 3 
40. for example, what uh: = 6 
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41. My father (4.8) = 3 
42. is: mechanic↑ (3.9) = 4 
43. so (4.1) = 1 
44. I uh he↑ teach me machine about car. (7.0) = 10 
45. Uhm: (3.9) = 1 
46. and I↓ (5.7)  = 2 
47. I was (3.5) = 2 
48. (junior), I was (2.0) = 4 
49. twelve (.) when when father (6.3) = 5 
50. ride bike, (5.3) = 2 
51. my father take me various uh (5.3) = 8 
52. sp- (spot) (2.7) = 1 
53. for example, Kumamoto, Naga//saki, Saga↓, Yamaguchi (.) And so // (.) it is very exciting, so 

(3.3) = 28 
54. I want to ride a bike (3.1) = 6 
55. my mother↑ (1.8) = 3 
56. uhm: (.) is good at cooking.↑ (2.3) = 6 
57. and so I (3.2) = 3 
58. I (help) her cooking (5.1) = 5 
59. so so I↑ like cooking. I often cook//ing cook (4.0) = 12 
60. dinner for my family.↑  = 7 
61. Sorry, one more. = 4 
62. (sniffle) = 0 
63. Engineer, uh: (5.3) = 4 
64. hmm robot. = 3 
65. Mechanical engineer. = 7 
66. Robot mechanic is very important // for (2.6) = 11 
67. hmm (.) Japanese uhm world (1.9) = 7 
68. wide, (5.1) = 1 
69. I think (1.5) = 2 
70. that I made I make useful machine for (5.3) = 10 
71. hmm (18.3) = 1 
72. for uh: (4.5) = 2 
73. disability↓. = 5 

Name: Y.S. 
TOEIC score: 280 

Monologue 
I am Y.S. [[  ]] Uh, I like science, uh, uh, I am when I was hi- high school student I uh, (1.6) I am 

phy- physics club, so I studied about (     ) so I can lot of I can uh↑  I can learn a lot of things, 
I had a very good time. Hmm uh, (3.5) uh hmm (16.7) (sniffle) (.) uh (.) I: uh my family: (.) 
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uh I have a sister↑ and mother and father, so I I’m from Fukuoka, so I live in Fukuoka in 18 
years so, hmm: (19.5) uh↑:… 

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any friends at Kyushu Institute of Technology? 
S: Uh (5.0) my friends↑, uh (8.9) my friends uh: is (4.8) hmm: (5.3) uh: my friend in my high 

school so (4.5) hmm: (22.7) (I’m sorry) ….↓ 
Interviewer: Tell me about your family? 

(3.5) 
S: My family? 
Interviewer: Uh-huh. 

(11.6) 
S: My family father, mother and one sister. My sister is (4.0) student in Fukuoka college, so: 

(2.7) uh (6.1) all my family live in Fukuoka (3.2) in same house so (3.8) hmm (.) my mother 
cook (2.0) food very well, so (10.2) I (3.9) I eat food which my mother cook every day so it is 
very delicious. 

(8.9) 
Interviewer: What is your major and why did you choose it? What is your engineering area? 
S: Pardon?  
Interviewer: What is your speciality? Your— 
S: My speciality is: (2.6) umm: (12.0) ah robots. 
Interviewer: Why? 
S: Ah: (6.1) uh I want to bec-  be I want to be engineer, so I want to make robot, useful robot in 

the future, so….. 

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue: 02:03.7 (123.7 seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:20.3 (200.3 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  05:24.0 (324.0 seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 0.6 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  45.0 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B: 40.1  
Fluency Differential: 4.9 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:    Micropauses:  4 
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee:  24.0 sec. 
Interviewee:   Total Amount of Silence: 02:29.1 (149.1  seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue:  00:41.3 (41.3 seconds)　 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue:  01:47.8  (107.8 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Percentage of Silence: 46.0% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses: 7.1   
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Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 1 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 3 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  0 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 3 
Interviewee:  retracing:  1 
Interviewee:  repetition: 3 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs:  8.6 (243 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 188 
Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 26 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 7 
============================ 

Mean Length Runs 

1. I am Yahata Shota. [[  ]] Uh, I like // science, uh, uh, I am when I was hi- // high school student 
I uh, (1.6) = 26 

2. I am phy- physics club, so I studied // about (     ) so I can lot of I can uh↑ //  I can learn a lot of 
things, I had a // very good time. Hmm uh, (3.5) = 36 

3. uh hmm (16.7) = 2 
4. (sniffle) (.) uh (.) I: uh my family: (.) uh I have a // sister↑ and mother and father, so I // I’m 

from Fukuoka, so I live in // Fukuoka in 18 years so, // hmm: (19.5) = 40 
5. uh↑:… = 1 
6.  Uh (5.0) = 1 
7. my friends↑, uh (8.9) = 3 
8. my friends uh: is (4.8) = 4 
9. hmm: (5.3) = 1 
10. uh: my friend in my high school so (4.5) = 8 
11. hmm: (22.7) = 1 
12. (I’m sorry) ….↓ = 3 
13. My family? = 4 
14. My family father, mother and one sis//ter. My sister is (4.0) = 15 
15. student in Fukuoka college, so: (2.7) = 10 
16. uh (6.1) = 1 
17. all my family live in Fukuo//ka (3.2) = 11 
18. in same house so (3.8) = 4 
19. hmm (.) my mother cook (2.0) = 5 
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20. food very well, so (10.2) = 5 
21. I (3.9) = 1 
22. I eat food which my mother cook every // day so it is very delicious. = 19 
23. Pardon? = 2 
24. My speciality is: (2.6) = 5 
25. umm: (12.0) = 1 
26. ah robots. = 4 
27. Ah: (6.1) = 1 
28. uh I want to bec-  be I want to be // engineer, so I want to make robot, // useful robot in the 

future, so….. = 29 

Name: Y.A. 
TOEIC score: 470 

Monologue 

My name is Y.A. [[  ]] I’m from Hyogo,  I live in Ehime city in Hyogo. I have lived eight years 
there. Uh when I (2.4) I entered the (1.5) this university, uh I live for (2.8) the city↑, Ehime is 
a beautiful city, (1.5) for example (.) Ehime castle↑ is famous for world heritage↑. (1.7) Hmm, 
(4.5) mmm my next, my hobby is baseball and American football. Uh I joined↑  American 
football club in this university, but↑ and I: played baseball elementary school, in↓ when I was 
an elementary school student, junior (.) high school student, junior high school student, high 
school student, eh, my↑  family (3.2) eh: my father is (6.8) my father work ato (2.9) eh 
company (5.0) the company is so big so↑ my father is my father is works, my father works 
very hard, everyday, my father is house work works house work everyday, eh my father, my 
mother, (2.2) the food of, the food which my mother made makes is so delicious. I like my 
mother’s food, but I (2.8) can (1.9) eat the food (.) because I (.) live in alone now↑. Eh My↑  
My: brother (2.3) also go to another university. (1.2) Eh: He plays↑  (1.5) American football 
and joined↑ the American football club in the university, so I (2.0) I (.) I saw my brother’s 
play↑ (3.1) so I want to play American football. Uh: another hobby, my another hobby is jig-
saw puzzle or: ↑ (5.3) watching TV↑ and seeing movie. (4.8) Eh: I want to go to movie 
theater.  

Dialogue 
Interviewer: Have you made any new friends at Kyushu Institute of Technology?  
Y: Yes, I have. [[  ]] (3.4) Uh, my friend in this university is: (3.8) there are there are about ten 

people friends. (1.5) in this university. Uhm: I want to (3.1) I want to speak any more student 
but the (1.2) opportunity to speak to friends don’t have. Uhm: (3.7) And (3.7) on to on to join 
American football club, I get some people friend, some friends in the club. 

Interviewer: Tell me about your family? Family? 
Y: Family?  

(2.4) 
Interviewer: Tell me about your family. 
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Y: Ah: ↑ My family is (5.6) is (3.4) I have↑ four families, [[  ]]] four family, [[  ]] four people↑ in 
my family. Yeah, my father, my brother, my sis- my brother (1.7) my (.) my father, my 
mother, my brother, my old grandmother and old grandfather and me.  

Interviewer: Seven 
Y: Seven people. (5.5) My grandmother is very ah (5.9) opp- optimistic, and father is shy, my 

mother is shy. My father: is also optimistic. (6.4) My father  (Japanese). 
Interviewer: Ok, um what is your major and why did you choose it? What is your major, what is 

your area, electrical mechanical, and why did you choose it? 
Y: Mechanical. 
Interviewer: Why? 
Y: I want to I want to get job in the future. (6.5) I:↑ (4.0) I want to be (7.5) I want to be (6.9) eh 

(8.3) I: I like machine. (.) and I like robot, so I want to make I want to make them by hand.  

Fluency Analysis 
Monologue: 04:15.2 (255.2 seconds) 
Dialogue:  03:35.8 (215.8 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Total Speaking Time:  07:51.0 (471.0  seconds)  
Interviewee:   Articulation rate: = 1.1 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate A:  74.2 
Interviewee:   Speaking Rate B:  68.2 
Fluency Differential: 6.0 

Acoustic Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:   Micropauses: 7  
Cross-talk Pausing by Interviewee: 2.4 sec. 
Interviewee:  Total Amount of Silence: 02:11.4 (131.4 seconds) 
Interviewee:   Silence in Monologue: 00:49.3 (49.3 seconds)　 
Interviewee:   Silence in Dialogue: 01:22.1 (82.1 seconds) 
Interviewee:  Percentage of Silence: 27.8% 
Interviewee:   Length of Pauses:  3.4 

Lexical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  mispronounced words: 0 
Interviewee:  word fragments: 2 
Interviewee:  use of L1:  1 

Syntactical Dysfluency Analysis: 
Interviewee:  abandoned sentences: 0 
Interviewee:  retracing:  13 
Interviewee:  repetition: 27 
Interviewee:   Average Mean Length runs: 12.9   (583 syllables)  
Interviewee: number of words: 405 
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Interviewee:  meaningless syllables: 47 

Grammatical Accuracy 
Total errors: 16 
============================ 

Mean Length Runs 
1. My name is Y.A.. [[  ]] I’m from // Hyogo,  I live in Ehime city // in Hyogo. I have lived eight 

years there. Uh // when I (2.4) = 32 (Counting full name) 
2. I entered the (1.5) = 4 
3. this university, uh I live for (2.8) = 10 
4. the city↑, Ehime is a beauti//ful city, (1.5) = 13 
5. for example (.) Ehime castle↑ is // famous for world heritage↑. (1.7) = 17 
6. Hmm, (4.5) = 1 
7. mmm my next, my hobby is baseball and // American football. Uh I joined↑ // American 

football club in this univer//sity, but↑ and I: played baseball ele//mentary school, in↓ when I 
was an ele//mentary school student, junior (.) high school //student, junior high school student, 
high school //student, eh, my↑  family (3.2) = 77 

8. eh: my father is (6.8) = 5 
9. my father work ato (2.9) = 6 
10. eh company (5.0) = 4 
11. the company is so big so↑ my fat//her is my father is works, my fa//ther works very hard, 

everyday, my fa//ther is house work works house work everyday, // eh my father, my mother, 
(2.2) = 47 

12. the food of, the food which my mother made // makes is so delicious. I like my mo//ther’s 
food, but I (2.8) = 24 

13. can (1.9) = 1 
14. eat the food (.) because I (.) live in alone // now↑. Eh My↑  My: brother (2.3) = 15 
15. also go to another univer//sity. (1.2) = 12 
16. Eh: He plays↑  (1.5) = 4 
17. American football and joined↑ the American foot//ball club in the university, so // I (2.0) = 21 
18. I (.) I saw my brother’s play↑ (3.1) = 7 
19. so I want to play American foot//ball. Uh: another hobby, my ano//ther hobby is jig-saw 

puzzle or: ↑ (5.3) = 29 
20. watching TV↑ and seeing movie. (4.8) = 9 
21. Eh: I want to go to movie thea//ter. = 11 
22. Yes, I have. [[  ]] (3.4) = 3 
23. Uh, my friend in this university // is: (3.8) = 11 
24. there are there are about ten people fri//ends. (1.5) = 11 
25. in this university. Uhm: I want // to (3.1) = 11 
26. I want to speak any more student but // the (1.2) = 11 
27. opportunity to speak to friends // don’t have. Uhm: (3.7) = 13 
28. And (3.7) = 1 
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29. on to on to join American foot//ball club, I get some people friend, some fri//ends in the club. 
= 24 

30. Family? = 2 
31. Ah: ↑ My family is (5.6) = 6 
32. is (3.4) = 1 
33. I have↑ four families, [[  ]]] four fami//ly, [[  ]] four people↑ in my family. Yeah, // my father, 

my brother, my sis- my bro//ther (1.7) = 31 
34. my (.) my father, my mother, my brother, // my old grandmother and old grandfather // and 

me. = 22 
35. Seven people. (5.5) = 4 
36. My grandmother is very ah (5.9) = 7 
37. opp- optimistic, and father is shy, //my mother is shy. My father: is al//so optimistic. (6.4) = 

25 
38. My father  (Japanese). = 3 
39. Mechanical. = 4 
40. I want to I want to get job in the // future. (6.5) = 12 
41. I:↑ (4.0) = 1 
42. I want to be (7.5) = 4 
43. I want to be (6.9) = 4 
44. eh (8.3) = 1 
45. I: I like machine. (.) and I like robot, // so I want to make I want to make them //  by hand. = 

22
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